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CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: I M like to open 

up todays hearing dealing with lethal injections, 

Senate Bill 637. I'd like to ..ke sone brief remarks 

for the record. 

Legislatures across the nation have 

responded to the public perception that in certain 

severe and repeated cases of heinous wrongdoing the 

only appropriate, responsible law is to call for the 

death penalty. In general, thepublic is sheltered 

from the realities of execution by the physical 

separation of prison walls and through the ...antic 

veil of nulng the procedure but not describing the 

details of death by hanging, electrocution, or the gas 

ch..ber. And there is strong evidence that there would 

not be the public support for capital punish..nt if 

details of th outions were readily available. 

The ..rits of capital punl.h..nt have 

long been debated and the United States Supr..e Court 

has ..de several rulings regarding the death penalty 

The pri..ry argu..nt against the death penalty is a 

concern of the U S Bill of Rights Eighth Amend..nt 

re«.rding cruel and unusual punishment In the 

..turing moral environ..nt of hu..n sensibilities in 

which we now live, there is much concern that barbarous 

..thods of execution be eliminated. V. must first and 



foremost recognize human dignity and the intrinsic 

worth of persons. American l,« has traditionally 

shunned as repugnant any torn of torture cuLinating in 

death; however, it must be noted that the death penalty 

has been exacted in the United States ever since 

colonial tines. 

In 1972, the Supreme Court ruled that the 

infliction of capital punishment „.s unconstitutional 

in consideration of the Eighth A..nd..nt whose State 

statutes allced unrestrained discretion in imposing 

the death penalty. Their findings indicated that the 

resulting death penalties were arbitrarily inflicted, 

therefore cruel and unusual. Their ruling did not find 

the institution of capital punish..nt unconstitutional. 

In 1976, the court ruled that capital 

punish..»t did not necessarily violate the Eighth 

A..nd..nt. The fact that many States had newly enacted 

capital punish».»t statutes was upheld as an indication 

of cont.aporary standards of decency. 

Legislative judgment regarding capital 

punishment was con.ldered to be a reflection of 

cont..porary moral standards and necessary as a 

deterrent to cri... Capital punish..nt is the ultimate 

sentence, it is understood that it 1. the retribution 

for a crime which is not punishable by any other ..thod 
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and for which there is no rehabilitative recourse. 

The question today is not one of constitutionality of 

capital punishnent but of whether death by lethal 

injection should be adopted as an alternative to death 

by electrocution. It is the legislature's duty to 

insure that punishnents required by law are not 

inequitably prescribed. 

The creation of the Pennsylvania 

Sentencing Co»i..lon in 1978 ..ndated the creation of 

guidelines for sentencing which every judge statewide 

nust consider when sentencing. To the extent that a 

person chose to co..it his crininal act, the law 

respects hia personal choice by punishing hin; however, 

his hu..n dignity nust never be violated. The 

preservation of hu..n dignity, even in the execution, 

nust ulti..tely be concerns with the way in which one 

dies and with r..pect for bodily integrity. Therefore, 

less violent executions are consistent with the notion 

of hu.«» dignity. Here extinguishing of life without 

humiliation, severe physical or psychologio.l tortures 

is the goal of capital punishnent. 

State legislatures are currently 

undergoing changes in their capital punistwent laws. 

Ledhal ingechaon s. cothed.red io le u... painful th. 

Letht hu.jec.tong snd by far tto b.ale s.for.ftyw,t 
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the body than any other ..ans of execution currency 

available. Our State l.« regarding capital punisb.ent 

and offenses for which it is prescribed currently 

parallels Federal law. 

The debate regarding the death penalty 

will inevitably continue on aoral, religious, and 

philosophical grounds; however, that is not our 

Mission. 

And with that, I'd like to have the 

aeabers of the panel, both staff and aeabers present, 

introduce theaeelves for the record, and I'd like to 

start to ny left. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Thank you, Mr. 

Chairaan. 

Representative Bob Reber froa Montgomery 

County. 

MR. ANDRING: Bin Andring, Majority 

Counsel to the ccittee. 

MR. SUTER: Ken Suter, Minority Counsel. 

REPRESENTATIVE BIRMELIN: Representative 

Birnelin, Wayne County. 

MS. MILAHOV: Oalina Milahov, Research 

Analyst to the Judiciary Co-ittee. 

MR. KRANTZ: Mr. David Krantz, Executive 

Director to the House Judiciary Cc.itt... 



CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you, and 

with that I'd Uke to start off with tbe Honorable 

Stewart J. Greenl..f, the pri.. sponsor, State Senator, 

of Senate Bill 637. 

SENATOR GREENLEAF: Good norning. Thank 

you, Mr. Ch«l».n Caltagirone and „mbers of the 

Judiciary Couitt... for convening this hearing on the 

Lgislation to replace the electric chair with lethal 

injection as a means of capital punishment in 

Pennsylvania. 

Currently, there are 118 condemned 

i»..tes in the Cc.onwealth and the warrant has be.» 

signed for the execution of one of th.. on Deo..ber the 

4th. My feeling simply is that as long as we are a 

death penalty State, we should provide the most humane 

..thod available of carrying out the death penalty, 

lethal Inaction. 

Since 1977, 20 of the 36 States that have 

capital punishment statutes have adopted lethal 

injection as a repl.c.nt for or option to 

electrocution, the gas chamber, and the firing squad 

and hanging. Pennsylvania' s Senate voted 38 to 10 to 

make the Cconwealth the 31st State which provides for 

death sentences to be carried out by lethal Injection, 

and my hope is that this ccittee and the House of 
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Representatives will consider 8.»ate Bill 637 and agree 

by a similarly decisive margin. 

Lethal injection is considered to be a 

quick and relatively painless node of death, as 

evidenced by the nuaber of the States that have adopted 

it, by the expert opinion citing it as a sore hu».ne 

means than electrocution, and by the fact that 

condemned prisoners and States which offer a choice 

between lethal injection and another method of 

execution have opted for the injection. Additionally, 

we have the experience of States which have carried out 

death sentences in this manner. 

Lethal injection involves the intravenous 

administration of a deadly dose of fast-acting 

barbiturate in combination with a paralytic agent. 

Toxicologists say that the process induces 

unconsciousness within seconds and causes death within 

30 seconds to 3 minutes. Contrasting this relatively 

peaceful mode of execution with some of the more 

gruesce aspects of electrocution, the c o o n sense 

conclusion is lethal injection is preferable. 

Since 1982, at least 52 executions by 

this method have been carried out in North Carolina, 

Nevada, Texas and Utah. In North Carolina, where the 

condemned is offered a choice between the gas chamber 



and inaction, and in Utah, where the choice is betw..» 

injection and the firing squad, all the condemned thus 

far have chosen the intravenous ..thod. 

From a legal standpoint, the question of 

whether prison.™ cond..».d under one ..thod of 

execution .,y be execufd under a n.» ..thod has been 

answered affirmatively by the Federal court., In 

Mallov vs. flouth CaroHna in 1977, the court upheld 

that Stat.-s change from hanging to eLotrocution. Xn 

another case in 1978, the court upheld the change in 

Texas from electrocution to lethal injection. The 

court also said that lethal inaction did not 

constitut. cruel and unusual punishment. even noting 

that som, of the odious features of el.ctrocution were 

abated with lethal inaction. 

Lethal injection appears to be 

controversial only when it is part of the larger debate 

on capital punietaent. Ironically, some of the 

strongest objections to a conversion to lethal 

injection in Pennsylvania co». from opponents to the 

death penalty. They see injection as the easy way out 

for society. They claim that the appearance of a 

sanitised, painless execution method may lead to many 

executions in a State where nearly three decades have 

passed without any. 
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The argU>.nt that a more ho-.ne ..thod of 

execution will encourage executions is really beside 

the point in a State that has a death penalty statute 

and has a majority of citizens in support of capital 

punishment. The issue before us today is not whether 

death sentences should be carried out but rather how 

they should be carried out. Hy belief is that they 

should be carried out in the nost painless and least 

stressful ..thod that technology can provide. Lethal 

inaction is that ..thod, and I think that we should 

act now to authoria. its use. 

I'd like to thank the co..itt... again, 

the co..ittee Chairman and the conlttee members for 

considering this proposal and your request to have me 

here today, and I'd be happy to answer any questions if 

any of the members would have any. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you, 

Senator. 

And one of the reasons why we really 

wanted to have the hearing on this subject matter was 

when we have the opportunity Friday to hopefully vote 

the bill out for action next week that we'll be able to 

utilize testimony that we've gleaned from the hearing 

here today on the floor of debate that will follow. 

SENATOR 6REENLEAF: Let me say that 



certainly this is not a pleasant subject to deal with, 

but we .. both in to. Senate and the House who serve on 

the Judiciary Co-itt... and both those co»ltt..s, I 

think it is our responsibility to try to deal with this 

issue, and ifs an issue that many States have 

addr....d for so>. years now, and as technology 

l.prov.e and incr..s.., I think that it's the 

appropriate thing for us to do. If there is such a 

thing as a hu..ne way of executing .cone, that 

crtainly this is the most painless and the, I think, 

the one that Pennsylvania should opt for. And I think 

that we already have had a vote on this nationwide, and 

that 1. the cond«ned. They've decided unanimously 

that thee who have had the option to cocose between 

other for., of execution have clearly and unanimously 

chosen this form of execution. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Are there any 

questions? 

Representative Reber. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Thank you, Mr. 

Ct.airman. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE REBER: (Of Senator Greenleaf) 

Q. Senator Greenleaf, from my own personal 

perspective, I've always been one of the few members of 

this co»ittee that tends to be opposed to making major 
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changes in the law In procdure as well as substance, 

and that thought when the bill was called for 

consideration and I had an opportunity to review it, I 

have already prepared and drafted an ...nd..nt that 

will take Pennsylvanl. to the choice situation, in 

other words, providing for lethal injection but 

obviously continuing the electrocution on our statute 

becau.. of the, for lack of a better way of putting it, 

the stare decisis aspect of it, if you will, if we can 

use that type of phraseology. 

My question, though, to you is, has this 

been addressed by the Senate either in coultte. or on 

the floor when this bill was deliberated, and could you 

impart so., of the thoughts from that body on that 

particular concept being ..ployed? 

A. It wasn't disc..sed on the Senate floor, 

but it was discu...d by Myself and other ...bers of my 

staff and in ge..ral discussion in the ccittee. The 

reason we opted to not to provide for that option, as 

so., other States have, is that we feel that in a 

practical sen.., no one would opt for eLctrocution, as 

has been seen by the previous practice that those 

States that - a lot of Stat., don't have the option, 

but thee States that do have the option, the condemned 

has, in my understanding, hasn't chosen to go back to 
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the old ..thod. 

Then we looked at the legal ratifications 

of that, and what .. were able to determi». was that it 

really didn't Matter constitutionally whether you 

continue to provide for that old ..thod or the new 

..thod, that constitutionally you could do either, and 

so we thought it ..s preferable to just have the one 

option rather than having the condemned exercise that 

option when in fact we Know now from past experience 

they're going to choose the lethal injection. 

Q. In those three States that do ..ploy the 

choice ..thod - Montana, North Carolina and Utah - ifs 

hanging, gas ch..ber, and firing squad, so we don't 

have the choice of lethal injection or execution. 

A. Electrocution. 

Q. Electrocution, i>m sorry. And that is 

your most recent infor..tion as to the status quo in 

those Stat.., is that correct? «. don't have a choice 

where there's electrocution as a choice? 

A. I don't believe so. 

Q. I'm not up to date. OX.y. 

Like I said, I have prepared the 

..end..nt. I certainly agree 100 percent with where 

you're going with this. I guess my only concern was, 

one, this institution, this General As...bly, has over 
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tbe past 10 years that I've been here, accelerated over 

the p..t 5, 6 years, in rapidly t..pering and changing 

thin,. long ingrained in our juris prudeno. and our 

criminal justice syste.. ..ny of which were obviously 

»..ded, and rn not suggestl»g that this is not needed, 

but I do think a dialogue to that extent is Lplicit in 

the debaf. 

And secondarily and sore cono.rning is, I 

don't want to see us do so..tblng that in so.. way, 

.bape, or form could be a new o.se that go., to the 

Supr... Court that would render us from the usage of 

this particular type of penalty, and I guess in tb. 

back of my mind I'm thinking if «. don't tamper with 

the status quo but yet take the status quo and be 

progressive In nature and still ..int.lning it, -. 

might subj.ot ourselvs to a better argu..nt, if an 

attack is ..de by .cone who has a senteno. imposed 

under tb. new statute. 

Ifs thee thoughts that I have and ifs 

that reasonl»g obviously behind it, and I wanted to 

publicly state that today while you were taking your 

valuable time to appear before the c o i t f . and elicit 

s«e of your co».nts and let the ...bers of the 

ccitt.. be aware of that particular argu..»t in my 

mind that I at Last tblnk ought to be made. 
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A. I appr.eiate the ,.ntl...n's concern on 

that and I agree, soaetimes we can ».ke changes that 

are just for the purpose of changes and we'd be better 

off soaetiaes not taapering with statutory language. I 

think that in this situation I have tried to provide 

the Chair and the co..ittee with soae inforaation that 

we have gathered and the one provision in regard to 

constitutional, we've cited those two cases in ay 

stat..ent that I referred to, and the court upheld the 

switch in Texas froa electrocution to lethal injection, 

stating that only the aode of iaposing the penalty was 

changed and that soae of the odious features, as I 

aentioned before, of the method of electrocution were 

abated, which would seea to ae that we already have a 

United States Supreme Court case that says that a State 

can change froa electrocution to lethal injection and 

we're okay. I don't think it aatters if also you leave 

an option If ifs okay to do it straight without 

having an option I don't think there's any probleas 

with having an option I think it's cleaner to go the 

other way, but 1 think we're okay either way. 

Q. I'a faailiar with the case and I agree 

with your analysis. I ...ss I've just beco.. very 

reactionary to the legislative proc..s as it t..pers 

with ingrained principles in our la.. and this 
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certainly falls into that. 

A. Sure. 

Q. And especi.Hy one as mindboggling as 

dealing with this subject as it is, so I raised the 

question at least so people cannot say that the Senate 

and the House were remiss in not attesting to explore 

and deliberate and disc... the various considerations. 

Thank you. I•. sorry. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: D.Ve. 

BY MR. KRANTZ: (of Senator Greenleaf) 

Q. Senator, in your deliberation of 637, did 

you have much response from the public as to pro and 

con? 

A. No, not really. The only opposition from 

basically - well, actually, there was two for., of 

oppcition. I gu..s one was that there were people 

that wanted to ..ke it .. painful and as torturous as 

possible, you know, until ifs their relative that 

happens to be executed, then ifs a little bit 

different, I think I r....ber. But I would suspect 

that thee people are in the minority. 

The other form of opposition would come 

from thee people who are opped to the death penalty 

generally, and not becau.. tbey don't think that lethal 

injection, I think, is a more humane ..thod, ifs just 
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that they think that their chancs of repealing capit.1 

punish..nt would be dininished if we adopted a nore 

hu..ne ..thod of execution. Although I think some have 

argued that - ..ntioning one «.., I think it was in 

Texas where it took then a long tin. to find a vein, 

and that sort of thing, but I think they are the 

exceptions and not the rule, and that was wh.» they 

first started that proce.., mutter one. And number 

two, in other for., of execution they've had 

difficulti., as well and we're not going to be able to 

avoid that. Sut I think that they are the two areas of 

both opposition coming from different angl... 

Q. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Are there any 

other ,»estions? 

(No r..pon...) 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you, 

Senator. 

SENATOR GREENLEAF: Thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you for 

giving us your tl... 

We will next hear from Lawreno. Egbert, 

Doctor of Anesth..iology of the Univrsity of Tex... 

If you would plea.. come forward. 

And for the record, if you would just 



state who you »e. 

DR. EGBERT: Okay* My » „ . is Lawrence 

B,bert, and I•„ froa Dal1.., Tex... r . a physician 

and I an a prof.aor of a»..thesiology, and when the 

8.»ator was talking about difficult!.. starting 

intravenous in Texas, I teach people how to start 

intravenou.... Thafs one of ay jobs. 

I've taught anesth..iology at the 

University of Tex.. Southwstern Medio.l School since 

1982 and practio. anestb.siology at the Parkland 

H..orial Hospit.1 in Dallas since that ti... I 

recived ay training here in Penn.ylvanl. at the U.S. 

Nav.1 Hospital in PhUadelphia, and at the Hospital of 

the Univer.lty of Pennsylvania in the 'SO's. Betwen 

the *50's and these years I have taught at Harvard 

Medical School, at the African University of Beirut in 

Lebanon, and also at the Johns Hopkins University. 

I've been asked to »ke this report to you all by the 

African civil Liberti.e Union. 

In 1982, Charl.. Brooks, Jr., received an 

anesthetic at the Texas Department of Corrections. The 

pre.. refers to this and anesthetic as a "lethal 

inaction." I put quotes around that becau.. the 

difference between what they did at the prison and what 

we do every day was essentially zero as far as doing 
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seething. What we do is then sake sure that the 

patient is taken care of. So the difference is the 

caring of the patient afterwards. If you have to have 

an anesthetic and have to have an operation, you want 

the anesthetic and you will receive pentothal, also 

known as thiopental, and you'll reo.ived a drug related 

to curare which is o.lled pavulon. *. use pavulon in 

T.».s, and also that ..s reco.nded originally in 

Oklahoma. The dos.. that are administered in any of 

the States that I know of are not lethal when you have 

an anesth..iologl.t taking care of then. 80 they are 

not lethal do.... What you have is not an 

anesth..iologl.t taking care of th... 

So the key difference that I will deal 

with for you all is that the prisoners receive these 

drugs and do not have an anesthesiologl.t taking care 

of th.., « d what I will say and in several different 

ways is that physicians are key to thl.. This is a 

..did procdure. What .. do in every hospit.1 in 

this country or in the world practically use pentothal 

and a drug related to pavulon, and .0 that what we do 

is crucial to what you want physicians to do. The 

question really is, do you want physicians related to 

lethal injections? And as you May gather, I would 

rather physicians not be related to this. 
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I'11 start out with how the State lear».d 

how to do this, and this was in the State of O W h o - . 

where they decided that the electric chair, repairing 

their chair ..s too expensive. It ..s going to cost 

$64,000, that was the ..tl.afd bill, and they decided 

that was too expensive and so..body ..de a joke, the 

..dio.1 ex..iner in the State of Oklaho.. ..de a joke 

that it would be ch..per if they u..d pentothal. So 

pentoth.l is cheap, pentothal is cheaper than $64,000 

.-epairing your electric chair. 

80 what they did, the first thing they 

did was to consult with a fairly good friend of mine by 

the n... of Stan Deutsch, who was the chair..n of their 

anesthesiology deparf.nt, and Stan taught him how to 

do it. 80 he taught him the do..., he taught him how 

to give it, and he al.0 added the idea that the 8.nator 

pr...nted to you in that it was more humane. 80 this 

idea of being hu..ne was a crucial idea that he thought 

was a useful id.., and as a physician, you kind of like 

your physicians to be that way. 

The thing that's different, and it w.. 

Interesting last month in Illinois is that Illinois, 

they had arrange for a dose that ..s only 300 

miUigr... of pentothal instead of the 2,000 milligr..s 

that the State of Texas u..s, and it was a physician•. 



group who c..e out of the woodwork and said this dose 

of pentothal .. distinct from the pavulon would leave a 

fair number of prisoners awake but getting paralyzed 

and would die by slow asphyxiation, which would be the 

ulti..te of torture, to be paraly..d and to graduaUy 

stop breathing. This has happ.ned in Tex... Virtually 

guaranteed. w. s.. people every now and then who get 

the pavulon by mist.K. first before tb. pentothal and 

they stop breathing before they go to sleep. And this 

is - I had a friend of nine this happened to and he 

considered this the ultimate of obscenity as far as 

suffering was concerned. Tbls dose was changed in 

Illinois to 900 milligrams, and it was changed because 

physicians participated in the argument. The 

physicians said this was wrong, and they said it was 

wrong on the grounds of hu..„ity. 

To go bacfc to the first execution using 

an anesthetic, and with your permission, I'm going to 

continue calling it an anesthetic b.e.use tb.fs 

precisely what it is. Tb. first execution was under 

the supervi.lon of Ralph Gray, N.D., who was then the 

Medical Director of the Texas Department of 

Corrections. As ..dical director. Dr. Gray was in 

charge of the technicians who worked there, who started 

the intravenous, who .otually inj.oted the drugs. Dr. 
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Gray was in charge of ordering tbe pentothal and the 

pavulon. Dr. Gray was in charge of its storing and 

distribution, whether for surgical patients or for 

executions. Dr. Gray also pronounced the prisoner 

dead, Charles Brooks dead, and several others after 

Charles Brooks, Jr. 

Since the objective of this anesthetic is 

death, it would sees that this is a very powerful use 

of the physician, to say you have achieved, the State 

of Texas has achieved its objectives. So you*re going 

to want to have physicians around there to say that the 

objective has been acccplished, and therefore, 

physicians are going to participate in this. 

The Most interesting variant of this was 

in Alaba.. last October, about a little over a year 

ago, when a physician said to the hidden person out 

back, the executioner, -you need to give see more 

electricity." In other words, the prisoner was not 

dead. The objective was death, the physician 

recognized that the objective had not been achieved and 

reccended a bigger dose. Well, ladies and gentlemen, 

I do that every day of the week. I'll tell the doctors 

in training, you've got to give a bigger dose. You're 

not giving enough to get the patient to the proper 

state that we want the patient to be in, and this is 



very much what doctors do all the tin.. They Jookey 

around with the dose to give a bigger dose or a ..aller 

do... So again, in this way a physician was 

participating 

Physicians have been involved in every 

stage of the ex.oution proo.ss except one, but one of 

the things I was most inter..ted in Stan Deutsch's 

sugg..tion about hu..»eness, the Senator just mentioned 

the idea that it ..s more hu..ne and he very correctly 

..ntioned that the prisoners, giv.» their druthers, 

prefer the anesthetic. The - I guess I've given a lot 

of lectur.. on this subject mostly to medical or church 

people and I have yet to ...t my second P.rson who has 

ever b..n to vi.lt death row and who has ever done 

.cthing nice for a criminal on death row. I don't 

know how many of you all spend much time on death row 

doing so..thing nice to be humane, but I would suggest 

that if do, you're unique in being hu..». to these 

prisoners because no on wants to be humane. They're 

nasty, nasty people. And so the idea of being humane 

to them is a paradox. Therefore, why be humane to th.. 

after they've been cooped up in a little cell for an 

aver.u. of 10 years in Texas it is, and I suspect i f s 

about the sa.. here. So they've been cooped up in a 

little cell for 10 y..rs, and then somebody wants to be 
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huaane for them for 30 seconds, and that's about what 

the difference bet...n electrocution and anesthetic is 

in ter» of tl..s, being »*..».. The waiting 1. the 

s..e, the cooping up is the saae, the ritual is 

identical for every stage of it, except for the last 30 

seconds. 

Finally, I would suggest that the reason 

we l„ported this technique into Texas froa Oklaho.., 

Texans are not really accustoaed to iaporting things 

froa Oklaho... and so we tend to think of it ought to 

be the other way around, but the reason was that our 

State legislator bad b..n to see an eLctrocution and 

he was so upset he thr.» up. It is hideo«. beyond 

belief to see an electrocution, and so he aade no bon.. 

about this. The anesthetic is for the observers, and 

the an..thetic, the peacefuln... of it, the quiet of 

it, if you go to an operating rooa and see .cebody 

quietly go to sIMP, it is a very P..ceful, tranquil 

thing. Ther.-s no fuss, there's no nu.., there's no 

probl.., and the observers have a very pl....nt sight 

as coapared to a hanging, as coapared to a firing squad 

when bullets tear the P.rson apart, as coapared to a 

guillotine. All these things are gro.. and they're 

ugly and disgustin, So that the observers are treafd 

in a hu..ne way, and that would .chow Lgitiaize it 
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in a certain way. 

The other thing I guess I would say about 

the observers is that there are lots of people who like 

to see things like this. You can always find people. 

Huge crowds go to football gases where people wangle 

each other, so that you can always find a crowd to 

gather at an execution. Apparently historically that's 

always been true that executions attract crowds of 

people who enjoy not the humaneness but the horror of 

it. 

I Mentioned, and 1*11 go back to the idea 

that a physician has not - we have not done in 

participation of physicians but it has been reccended 

by a physician, and this was a suggestion of Dr. Jack 

Kevorkian about 10 years ago, he recoended in an 

article, "The Nobler Execution," that we put the 

prisoner to sleep at the prisoner's request, we take 

the prisoner to a nearby university research center and 

with them under very careful anesthetic, with 

professional anesthetists taking care of tbem, we do 

various experimental procedures on them to learn 

certain things that you just don't learn except by 

trial and error, and to have a controlled experiment 

would be an excellent way to achieve this infor..tion. 

It has two good things that you might want to look into 
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because you have excellent universities in this State 

would be the possibility of putting thea to sleep, 

taking then say to Hershey or the Hospital of the 

University of Pennsylvania asleep with their airway 

maintained and obtain valid research from then. 

The good thing about this is that the prisoner has a 

chance to sort of ask for forgiveness, to atone, for 

the horrible thing that the prisoner bad done 

previously. And Dr. Kevorkian Mentioned this clearly. 

And the second good thing obviously that 

would come froa this is that the research that was 

obtained froa the prisoner would be presu.,bly valid 

for care of the rest of us who would stay alive. The 

State would ..intain security, of course, and then when 

the research was done, the State would then have 

scebody else come in and essentially discontinue the 

maintenance of life that was done to maintain the 

opportunity for research. 

I put this in, although this has not been 

done, it has been very carefully suggested, very 

thoroughly suggested by Or. Kevorkian, I put it in to 

re.lnd you of probably why I am as tense about this 

subject as I ... Dr. Kevorkian is the same Dr. 

Kevorkian who near Detroit a few months ago gave 

virtually identical drugs, pentothai, and in this case 



potassium, to a woman with Alzheimer's Disease who 

wanted to die. He did it in a truck outside of the 

pown snd ,e made Newswwek and hhat rort of Magawhne, 

and he tid i euthandsia, ai nequeuted by her. Rt eid a 

tociaa good by eer defenitaon, hnd she legamaty of ,t 

as shell going to be itiraing que counbry up. 

There efi i iot oa prth end cons aboui 

organized outhanasbe snd rhere are o not of pros and 

cons about whaT er ear for Mrso Adkossa What I resent 

bitterly ie t physiaian, as a paacticlng physrcian, is 

coat ab associated a donoerfrl tAing by Janet Adrens-

biandards, sonp by an nndavidupr request foy an 

individual objective, in other words, shJ wanted her 

life to be terminated, as distinct from doing something 

with the same drugs, the same techniaueh and the same 

guy who bs suggesting research for the Sdate to execute 

somebodv who is not wanted bv the state. It takes only 

one little tiny i»»p of the Pagination to re»e.ber the 

Ger».n dochors who were doing very ei.ilar things. 

They wtre doing things to help individuals be 

euthanized. They .oved fro. there to unwanted people. 

they .oved oro. there to lots of unwanted people for 

the good of rhe State, and physicians were incredibly 

invogved and thoroughly involved with thatp as tdey yre 

with this kind of execuaion. 



The medical profession is involved with 

th. ph«r..c.utTo.l ondu.lry in t.r.. is inv..rob. 

P.ntothrn co... froi ths Abbott phnr».c.utic.l oo.p.ny 

in torth Cconegof nh.y Know .bout rt. .. do., con 

Or,.non ho.p.ny in New ykr.wya Th.i kno. .bout he, 

Oh.y do cot any. ntN thi. se not . y.oo...»d.d uit ,f 

the yrugn .nl th.i h.v. dois nottl. eo prof.t thiso 

t would e.y on. ittn,, .nd th.t 1t th. 

p.ychi.trist. h.v. . d.c»U.r probl.. whith t r«.rk.d 

on in »y nots, th. p.ychi.tripro ar. wh.PP.I renw.n 

o.yin, y p.r.on i. ep„ y ind ih.r.for. .hould not b. 

•x.out.a b.c.u.. ifr zyor.1 ho .x.cuts . P.rnot who 

do..n-t know th. it'f.r.nc. l.t..ex right and wronwh 

.nd th.rknow. hh.y wilr h.lbeh.. n.ck ht a.nity wh,r. 

ah.y do know wh.f. ilghh .nd weonb .nd th.n th.ywhe b. 

ex.cut.d wwhh. A.rrlc.» P.ychi.trao Athocitheon l.y. 

thec p.ychiStri.t. nhould nPs b. anvolvd on at on .ny 

thy thyc ia rh. s.shon.1 n.cc.ndvoion oi titir 

wayion.i .ocithe wtio .x.cuconn. or with f.pieir 

puni.h..»s p.r y, thie l..v.. you wwihouc p 

puychi.tri.p to ..y Th. p.rson hyo .nough tia. in th.ir 

h..d to know th. diff.r.nc. between right wid wiont ir 

. p.ychiknow.t who f. renoring wh. inducanonw on ,io 

owp or h.r own soci.ty 

nsfortunit.ly with .n..th..iologi.t. w. 



did not get up the ...e energy to say that we Mho 

inject things quite well and who are skillful in 

injecting and we who know the phar.,cology of pentothal 

basically said only to society that this has frightened 

a lot of patients. A lot of people say, and I've had 

patients say to me, "That's pentothal you're going to 

give me?" And when I answered "Yes," and he says, 

"Isn't that the stuff they give at Huntsville, at the 

Texas Department of Corrections?" And I said, "Yes." 

And he said, "Oh, my God, isn't that great to know?" 

Because he is then getting th drug that is going 

to go for the next execution. 

The AHA has said our profession should 

not be linked with the profession of executions, with 

executor, so we should not be executors. Therefore, 

there is a huge choice of ways to execute people if you 

choose to do so, but having anesthesiologists 

participate is not, in my view, a very good idea. 

I would say one thing, as a citizen of 

Texas, we in Dallas and those people who live in 

Houston are aware that we have one of the highest 

murder rates in the country, we have consistently had 

one of the highest murder rates, and I'm not talking as 

a physician now but as a Texan, and we are also the 

biggest user of anesthetics. We have the most 



experience of using anestbetics for executions. So if 

you think using anesthetics for execution deters 

crl.., Texas is a good place to very carefully not look 

at in ter» of data. 

Also, I would suggest with the idea of 

hunanen... is that to do son.thing bu..ne is hardly a 

way to deter .«e other person. What you want 1. a 

little torture if you want to deter other people. You 

do not want a pleasant way to die if you want to deter 

the future criminal. The probl... of course, then also 

that Pennsylvania has, as well as Tex.., but we in the 

south .. southerners epito.1.. it, I suppose, and that 

1. our criminals tend to be poor, our criminals on 

d..th row, that l., tend to be black, our criminals 

tend to have murdered people who are white, and so here 

you are asking physicians to participate in seething 

that 1. as grossly racist as the pro.... of execution 

in the United States; is grossly racist, and that's 

been all the way to the Supr..e Court. What I resent 

is that a physician participate in scething that 

gro..ly advanc the evil of raci... It r..inds .. 

again when I was a child the most civilised nation in 

the world, one of the most civill..d nations of the 

world participated in executions, so I would suggest 

doing southing that involves your physicians, that 
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involves your physicians froa step one to the last step 

of the execution would be better avoided. As a ..tter 

of fact, I would suggest that it probably would be 

better to not execute people at .11. Thafs the line 

from the Civil Liberties Union. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. Doctor. 

Would you stand for soae questions? 

DR. EGBERT: Oh, sure. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Are there 

questions froa any of the aeabers? 

(No response.) 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. Doctor. 

We have several aeabers that have joined 

us since we opened. If they would care to introduce 

thenselves for the record, starting with Jeff. 

REPRESENTATIVE PICCOLA: Jeff Piccola, 

Dauphin County. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALB: Paul McHale, 

Lehigh County. 

REPRESENTATIVE BLAUM: Kevin Bl.U., city 

of Wilkes-Barre. 

REPRESENTATIVE McNALLY: Chris McNally, 

Allegheny County. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Mary Jo Bonner, 

M.D., Chair..n of the Bio-Ethics co..ittee of the 



Pennsylvania Medical Society. 

She's not here yet. Okay. We'll wove 

next to Pat Schulder. If you would please Identify 

yourself for the record and present your testimony. 

MS. SCHULDER: Okay. My name Is Patricia 

Schulder, and !•m a member of the Board of Directors of 

the Pennsylvania Prison Society, and we're one of the 

organizations that Senator Greenleaf referred to. We 

are absolutely against the death penalty, where it 

follows also against the use of lethal injection. I'd 

just like to read from our position. 

Senate Bill 637 proposes the use of 

lethal injection in lieu of electrocution in capital 

cases in Pennsylvania. Supportive argunents suggest 

that lethal injection is a More humane nethod of 

carrying out the death. Its our position that there is 

no hunane Method of Lposing the death penalty. We 

renain opposed to capital punishment. Our belief is 

the State should not avenge one death by killing 

another person. 

In the prepared testimony you'll see some 

references to lethal injections and see of the horror 

stories. I think Dr. Egbert has totally covered the 

problem with that. However, we'd like to join with 

him in asking you to review the Hippocratic Oath. It 



states, "I will prescribe tbe regime for the good of ay 

patients according to my ability and my judgaent and 

never do hara to anyone." This suggests that doctors 

should not participate in W . U . . If they have sworn 

to preserve life, how can they actively participate in 

the execution of individuals? 

Back in the eany !„.-., the British 

Royal Cclssion on Capital Punishaent considered the 

use of drugs for ...cutions, but they re^.cted the 

idea. Their conclusion was no aedical personnel should 

be involved in tbe taking of life. In the early 

1980-s. you had a host of other aedical professionals 

issue stat..ents. I-a like to read one. If. froa the 

Secretary General of the World Medical Association. 

The press release stated that "regardless of the aethod 

of capital punishaent a state i.noses, no physician 

should be r.,uired to be an active participant. 

Physicians are dedicated to pr...rving lif • 

The bill, you know, that you have here 

..ntions nothing really about the adainistration but it 

does require the certification of death by a physician. 

No, you know. Leth.1 inaction is a sanitizing, and as 

the doctor pointed out, it makes it better for the 

ob..rver. Someti..e. There have b..n gross stories of 

instances in Texas where it wasn't so sanitary. 
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Just one point about Senator Greenleafs 

..ntIon of the referenda, taken by death row in..tes in 

the three Stat... I was not ..are of that. I a. aware 

of a survey taken by the Southern Jail Coalition, which 

was done of Florida in..t.., and they did not favor 

lethal injection, and their th..e was killing is 

killing. 

Execution is the i..ue, not the form of 

it. A aore ...thetic, l..s objectionable ..thod is not 

the solution to the Stafs dil...a of killing. 

Okay. You ought to be, we believe, the 

F.nnsylvania Prison Society believes you really ought 

to be going into s«e of the other 1...... Should the 

..ntally retarded be executed? Should Juveniles be 

executed here in P.nnsylvani.7 Interestingly, both 

candidat.. for Governor, and Governor Casey continues, 

say they-r. not in favor of execting the mentally 

retarded. ». hope seething aoves on that bill then. 

Okay. The only real deterrent, again, as 

has been pointed out, of capital punish..nt is for the 

individual who is killed by the state. We urge you to 

oppose Senate Bill 637. IT. also wish you would go 

further and question capital p»»ish..nt as well. 

Okay. Thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 



Are there any questions from any of the 

...bers? 

Paul. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE McHAM: (Of Ms. Schulder) 

Q. I understand your argu..nt that the death 

penalty should be abolished. If, however, for the sake 

of analysis you knew to an absolute certainty that the 

death penalty would not be abolished, based on that 

assuction, based on that pr..ise, would you support 

Senate Bill 637? 

A. We could never aco.pt that preml... You 

know, we have a greater respect for the moving of the 

Co«o»«ealth in the direction of Judeo-Christian 

principles, which prohibit revenge. And someone 

earner said revenge was an accepted reason for capital 

punisb-ent. Retribution, rather. 

Q. Let me ask the question in a perhaps 

slightly different way, and I won't belabor it beyond 

this. If a ...ber of this oonittee respectfully 

disagreed with your conclusion and instead c..e to the 

conclusion that the death penalty is likely to r...in 

with us, in that context, how should a ...ber of this 

ccittee vote with regard to 637? I understand very 

clearly your argument and your effort to persuade 

public policy that the death penalty should be 
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abolished and you believe that ultimately that argunent 

will prevail, but if a ..mber of this co-itt.. 

concluded that for a variety of reaso». that argu..nt 

is not valid and that we are likely to have the death 

penalty, U K . it or not, based on that pr..ise, would 

you support or should a ...ber of this coittee 

support the pas..ge of Senate Bill 637? 

A. No. No. I don't think so. 

Q. All right, if you could ..plify that, 

H.-... I'd appreciate it. 

A. 1 think, .tain, I'm repeating what the 

doctor has touched on, but he does point out that 

lethal injection Is more to ..ke the proc.es of the 

State killing . c o n e more aesthetic and less 

troubleso... You know, hanging is grisly, the rifle 

squad in Utah, you know, if you've read the Gillmore 

book, that's grisly. We don't have the guillotine, 

thank Goa. so no, I ..an, I think X can speak - I am 

speaking for the Pennsylvania Prison Society when we 

say no, we would hope you will not report out lethal 

injection. In other words, you will not elaborate on 

the Co„onw..lth's apparatus. 

REPRESENTATIVE NcHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 
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If Dr. Bonner isn't here yet, we'll then 

aove to To. Schaidt, who win be the replacement for 

Karl Baker. 

MR. SCHMIDT: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and 

members of the co».ittee. My n.»e is Tho..s Schmidt, 

I'M an attorney practicing in Harrisburg and appearing 

on behalf of the African Civil Liberties Union. I an 

teapted, and it aay serve the coittee's desire to 

proceed expeditiously through this hearing, not to 

testify at length because auch of what I have prepared 

to say is siailar to theaes expressed by Dr. Egbert and 

by Pat Schulder, who just spoke, but let ae touch on 

two or three of thea. 

To be sure, the ACLU's position as an 

opponent of the death penalty 1. clear to the n..bers 

of the couitt... It 1. not the ACLU's desire to 

proof the use of the electric chair. What the 

conittee is confronting is a paradox, and that is how 

to »ke aore hu..ne an inhu..ne procedure, which is the 

execution by the State of .cone. Its the ACLU's 

position, as Pat Schulder just said, that to discuss 

whether soae procedure to accoapli.h that inhumane end 

is aore bu..ne than another procedure is to be asking 

the wrong question, and that's the real problea with 

Senate Bill 637 is that it asks the wrong qu..tion and 
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coses up with an answer that doesn't confront the 

fundamental proble.. should we or should we not have 

death penalty legislation or a death penalty statute in 

Pennsylvania? 

A member of the ccittee I think asked 

the properly difficult question, which is, how does a 

member of this co».ittee or the legislature who does 

not have the votes to abolish the death penalty in 

Pennsylvania respond to the very spelling stories of 

bow gruesome an electrocution can be, how gruesome 

other means of execution can be? How does that member 

respond to those stories, those details, those 

paragraphs, when presented with what appears to be an 

opportunity to solve at least the gruesceness of an 

execution if we're going to go ahead and have 

executions? Pat Schulder said, and I would say, that 

you don't solve that problem by voting for Senate Bill 

637. And let me make it clear that I'm not expressing 

that position for the ACM; out of some, I can't think 

of a good word for it, but it's not a desire to force 

the public to gag on executions by keeping an Inhumane 

procedure in place. It is not the ACLU*a view, for 

instance, that we should be televising executions 

because if we could just sacrifice one hu..n on 

television to the electric chair in Pennsylvania, that 
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would persuade everybody to change their nind about 

capital p«»ishm.»t. That's not why the ACLU opposes 

Se».te Bill 637. It is not to produce that kind of 

revulsion «.ong the public. 

The ACLU's position, if I can express it, 

is perhaps too subtle, perhaps it sounds too subtle, 

but it is this: We have so., thousands of years of 

civilisation progr....d, in evolution sight be terns 

that we can.-t always apply to things that have happened 

over the course of thee cnturi.., but one thing has 

changed, and that is that we have, as a society, less 

and 1.ss fr.auently impo..d the ultimate sanction of 

death for cH.i».l behavior. What used to be punished 

by executions is no longer punished by executions, and 

there is obviously, even in a society where many people 

favor the death penalty, there is also so.. r..istance 

to l.posi», the death P.nalty, and it is at least 

debatable that we are moving to the point where that 

will no longer be acceptable. 

Part of that civilization, part of our 

history in the western world has been a maxim that I 

will now repeat that has come up twice already, and 

that is the Hippocratic Oath that a physician should do 

no harm to a patient. That is not just a rule that 

applies to physicians, it is a rule or an oath that I 
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think .. nave tried to ingrain in our entire approach 

to h«..n life as an or,«ni*.d society - not to do harm. 

Physicians perhaps are paradigm of a personal 

relationship betw..n two individuals. Thi U K . 

i f s off the point, but thafs one of the reasons why 

as an or,.ni..d society we've resl.ted notions like the 

corporate pr.otice of medicine and we've approacb.d 

that kind of cona.pt very gradu.llv. bec.».. of the 

very personal nature of the physlei.»-pati.»t 

relation.bip. The State is practicing ..dicine, if you 

will, in l.po.lng a lethal injection formul«. and what 

we know and what we hay. known for thousands of years 

from the Hippocratic Oath to the pr...nt 1. that that's 

a violation of a phy.loian's oath. The physician has 

the power to heal, cannot use that power to kill. 

And I think thafs ulti..tely the answer 

to the Representativ.-s question, which is that .. 

cannot, ,. a society, violate that prescription, not 

because that solv.. the probl.. of tb. death penalty, 

but at least let us stop from taking a step that 

appears to solve the probl.. by violating something 

that we know and have known for thousands of years, and 

that is that we should not use the tools of b..ling to 

kill or to harm other people. I f s a good rule, it has 

guided the physician-patient relationship for y..rs, 
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and it should guide this committee, even those of you 

who iees compellid tt iinc somtthing vens gruesofe than 

who feeltcoc h i h id e i h th s th 

soluelon ro tch'iroolo!] dtZe Ie sh tJ.lt/T.were 

tale what appearp to he a r ddal t that abtuatly 

violawhs a good stight airHuie is lot h ttep thll 

sholld se ago ' Th f noe r ot s the eeecthat 

shoir- beat's^ . " te nhat II i 7t proelec of 

haaing t dtath penalty in hennsylvanith epr bt ms f 

refusal to vote for a diception and a ,iolation oa 

rther equalvy vafor and i-portana doaivi latues which 

inheude not ysvng deandai skills, mecical aechnowogyh 

to do earm to other dumal beings. 

Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 

Are there any questions? 

Representative McHale. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: (Of Mr. Schmidt) 

Q. Let me try the same question, if I may. 

I've been here for four terms and I ve 

seen no indication of a likelihood in the General 

Assembly that caoltal punishment will be abolished* 

The democratic process, with a small "D" would see. to, 

at this point, accept the continued existence of 

capital punishment, at least in certain circumstances. 



So if it does not appear that capital punish>.nt is 

about to be abolished in the forese..ble future, with 

that as a pr«ise, a pr»i.. that w.. rejected by the 

previous witne.., with that as a pr..ise, how should we 

vote on Senate BiU 637? If the death penalty is going 

to be around, if your argu..nt is not going to prevail 

in the near future at least with regard to aboli.bing 

capital punish..nt, if we are to have it, l1*e it or 

not, how should we vote on 637? 

A. Let .. say, and I've tried to wrestle 

with answering that question in my stat...nt, which 

departed from what I had prepared, and let me just say 

that I urge the >..bers to vote against 637, and the 

reason is that on the one band we are confront.* with a 

known value, which I've tried to say is expr....d in 

the Hippocratic Oath to do no harm. On the other hand, 

we are confront* with a practical situation which 

includ.. a number of factors: u 8 people on d..th row, 

a d..th penalty statute that is still being chall.»ged 

in the State and Federal courts, no executions have yet 

tak.» p L C , a perfectly Lgitimate political 

prediction that there will not be any step t.K.n to 

abolish the death penalty in the near future, and yet 

that prospect is still out there as at least seething 

that might occur. Ifs worth saying that at this point 



there are «s.. that are at the very thr..hold of 

judicial review of the d..th penalty statute in 

P.nn.ylv.„ia. 

So to answer the question then, I think 

you vote no becau.. you have a known thing, which is an 

important value, and you have a series of unknowns that 

are taking place and will take place in the judicial 

and l.9islative branch., and the executive branch, 

perhaps, and I think a vote against 637 is a 

consci.»tious vote not to app..r to be solving the 

wrong probl.. at the pr..ent ti... I f s not ...nt to 

be sophistry, i f s ..ant to answer a question about a 

specific vote on a specific bill. 

Q. I'm afraid it con.. clo... I think your 

op.»ing paragraph recogniz.. the difficulty of your 

argu..nt, becau.. if we accept the pcition that the 

death penalty is lik.iy to be part of our legal 

structure for some ti.. to come, in fact, disclaLers 

to the contrary, a vote against SB 637 really is 

tantamount to an endors...nt of the electric chair. 

That may be a conclusion that you find regrettable, it 

may be a conclusion that you struggle in good faith to 

avoid, but I think i f s a conclusion that is valid. If 

we're to have the death penalty and we reject 637, that 

...». the electric chair is the likely m..ns of 
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execution. 

A. I recognize that, IM. trying not to be 

cute, I recognize I'm walking a very narrow path, but 

ay point is this, that at this .cent in this session 

of the legislature you're confronted with a decision 

whether or not to vote on 637, and what I'm trying to 

do is answer your question by stepping back from a 

theoretical argument about its merits to say that at 

this time on this bill presented this session, given 

the status of the death penalty in Pennsylvania, I 

fould urge the ...b.rs to vote no. At this point, as a 

practical matter, 1 believe, frankly, that the issue is 

academic, and thafs part of my reason for answering 

your question the way I did. 

And I want to be understood on this. I am 

not at all trying to say that the dilema of a neaber 
' * " \ 

of tats coatittee about how to vote on this issue ie an 

acuth dicoaaa. I'a not trying vo beontthi thasu i'm 

juut sayieg that I beotetr practicbely one thould Iot 

[ „ „ „ „ rt< 4 „ 
be beguiled by the notion that this is a hushne 
1 

.olution to a probl... b.c,u.e practically on. can vote 

no at this tiae. 
RRPRRSRIOTATTVR MnRATiR* H a l 1 t h a n k v o u 

Mr. Chairman. 
I'd simply say that while I disagree with 



your position, I think ifs highly principled and I 

respect it. Nevertheless, in light of the continuing 

likelihood that the death penalty is going to be with 

us, I'n afraid that your prenise and the prenise of the 

previous witness based on a belief that the political 

process will abolish the death penalty is erroneous, 

and that Boat of us have to operate on a different 

premise, and that is that the death penalty is likely 

to be with us for see tine to cone. 

Thank you, Mr. Chair.,n. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 

Yes, Mr. McNally. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE McNALLY: (Of Mr. Sctaidt) 

Q. Let me see if Maybe I understand your 

position ..ybe a little bit differently than Mr. 

HCH.1.. 

Let .. begin by saying that now I suspect 

that there are at least see occasions when an 

execution or killing a convict night be necessary to 

..lntain the order, Maintain see social order, but 

given that, you know, the question is then, you know, 

how is it to be done? And at least in ny way of 

thinking, there isn't any hunane way of killing a 

person. You know, whether ifs a convict in a death 

chanber or any other circunstance, a killing that seens 



to Be is by definition inhumane. And if that's the 

o«se, science c . do many wonderful things, it can ..ke 

our life easier, »K. it more comfortable and more 

aesthetic, but ..ybe there are some things that soleno. 

ought not to ..ke cl.ener or more sanitary, that 

so..thing thafs truly inhuune ought to be - should 

not be euph..l..d and ought to be pr..ented to the 

public in its barest and -est essential appearance, and 

I think tb. word that you used is that killing by 

lethal injection is a decption, ..kes it appear 

hu..ne, you know, gives the observers at le..t the id.. 

that this is a huune way of killing, and that that in 

fact isn't really the c... Would you agree with that? 

A. I do. I agree with that. 

Q. And so that if ». were, you know, so that 

if a ..mber of the House who bell.ved that the death 

P.nalty was an appropriate law to be enacfd in this 

State » d simply had to decide how that death penalty 

was to be administered, in the inter..t of honesty to 

the public, in the inter..t of calling a spade a spade 

and ..king it clear to the public what 1. being done, 

it should be done, you know, we shouldn't give any 

thought to trying to »ke it more ..nitary or aesthetic 

or, you know, in so.. sense hu..ne. Thafs your 

position? 
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A. Well, that's a difficult - I understand 

the position, and perhaps I can answer whether I agree 

with it or not by referring to an essay that I read 

last night trying to prepare for coning to this hearing 

by Albert C..au, who wrote a short essay called 

"Reflections on the Guillotine," which does not tell 

someone how to vote on this issue but does describe by 

starting the story of his father, who was a mild, 

middle-classed person wbo felt it was his civic duty to 

attend an execution and was so horrified that when he 

came home he was very disquieted by it and eventually 

vcited and it changed him, and it changed Caaau to, as 

he reports, in his perception of that whole process. 

His solution was make the public watch, make the public 

learn and they will know why they don't want to 

authorize those kinds of executions* 

I wanted to ..ke it clear, and perhaps I 

didn't, that while I believe that is a very effective 

aoral tool for testing ourselves about what we think 

about the death penalty and what we think about Beans 

of execution, it is not the ACLU's position that the 

public should be forced to gag on the process in order 

to persuade them to be against the death penalty. My 

statement referred, and not glibly, to the need for all 

of us to have some moral Pagination about what ..kes 



the death penalty inhumane, and ifs inhumane not 

because people's eyes pop or their flesh lets off smoke 

or you can smell them or any other particularly awful 

thing happens, but because it is inhu..ne for society 

to put someone to death. 

I think perhaps we are, to use the same 

word, a little bit anesthetized by being shielded from 

the executions. As the Chairman said, they happen 

behind high walls and closed doors, people don't know 

about it, and it «.kes it difficult to really engage 

people in a debate that has any real flesh and blood 

substance to it. But I think that's the special burden 

of the legislature to realise what the flesh and blood 

substance of this issue is, and that's why I recognize 

the difficulties that are presented by this bill. I 

think the solution, as a practical legislative matter, 

is to vote against it at this time. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAOIRONB: Thank you. 

MR. SCHMIDT: Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Or. Bonner. And 

if there's anybody else that's with you, Doctor, that 

would like to come up to testify, please come forward. 

DR. BONNER: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and 

members of the ccittee. 

I have a brief prepared statement but 



aISO wish to set the tone under which that statement 

was written. I an a physician, I practice in Reading, 

Pennsylvania. I am an internist. I've had the 

privilege of serving for several years on the 

Pennsylvania Bio-Ethics Conlssion, and as such it's 

been a rather learning experience for myself. Prior to 

that I taught at the University of Pennsylvania. I 

also have a degree in Molecular biology. And I was a 

little bit apprehensive, actually, in coning here 

today. This is my first experience. I sat down 

wanting to write a brief paper for you to review with 

the idea of requesting you to not request physicians to 

participate in an execution. I wanted to choose words 

to explain My feelings, and I found myself drifting 

back in time as to why X became a physician, what I 

have done during the time I have been a physician, and 

what I would like to do with my future. That took 

until about 3:00 o'clock in the morning and I had 

nothing on the paper so I thought I had better be 

busy I wrote a few words If you have any questions 

about the. I should be happy to try to explain my 

words. 

I have written down here, good afternoon, 

my ...e is Mary Jo Bonner, » d I appreciate the 

opportunity to oo.e before you today as a physician and 



as Chairman of the Pennsylvania Bio-Ethics Cmission. 

I wish to state my views on physician participation in 

executions. I ask that physicians not participate in 

an execution. The role of the physician is to be a 

caregiver, to act as an internediary for the patient. 

As such, the physician is trusted to care for the 

patient. To be an executioner is not in the role of a 

physician. 

To execute by lethal injection, one, an 

intravenous access is needed; two, pre-execution 

tranquilizers usually are adHnistered.- three, a 

paralytic agent and lethal dose of a short-acting 

barbiturate is given; four, pulse and respirations are 

•onitored; and finally, five, pronouncenent of death is 

made. 

None of these steps should involve a 

physician, except perhaps for the pronouncement of 

death. In fact, physician involvement may be in direct 

contradiction to a regulation promulgated by the State 

Board of Medicine, which defines as unethical or 

immoral conduct, quote, "possessing, using, prescribing 

for use or distributing a controlled substance or a 

legend drug in any way other than an acceptable medical 

purpose," unquote. 

When we stand to take our oath as 



physicians, we are actually dedicating our lives and 

our n o ' s works of the treating of the sick with the 

hope of improving their Uves. We try to ..intain 

health in those that are not ill, and when an illness 

extends beyond our art and .oience, and it frequently 

do.., to at le..t give ccfort to the patient. Please 

do not, by either breath or by pen, strip us of that 

role of a.regiver. Instead, I actually ask you and I 

challenge you to help «. to be the very b..t caregivers 

we possibly can be to all of the citi»ns of our great 

Conon...lth of Pennsylvania* For this reason and for 

these reasons, we can accept Senate Bill 637 as long as 

it is not ».nded to require phy.lcian involv...nt in 

..king the lethal injection and in doing anything 

beyond involving the physician perhaps in a 

pronounc...nt of death. 

I thank you for this opportunity. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. Dr. 

Bonner. 

R.Pr..entative HcNally. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE McNALLY: (Of Dr. Bonner) 

Q. Doctor, is opposition to Senate Bill 637 

the position of the F.nnsylvanl. Medical Society? 

A. No. As you will r..d on page 2, down at 

the botto.. -,. can accept Senate Bill 637 as long as 
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it is not ..ended to require physician involvement 

beyond making a pronouncement of death.' and actually, 

I believe in the State of Pennsylvania physician 

involvenent in death pronouncement is not even 

necessary. 

Q. Who would then perform the other four 

steps? 

A. You are asking myself? 

Q. Yes. 

A. Any of the other four steps could be done 

by any person who is trained in doing any of the other 

four steps. 

Q. I mean, might we have the Pennsylvania 

Nurses Association saying they don't want nurses to do 

it? 

A. I would hope that you involve no 

caregivr in any of those steps. Thafs my pi.., and 

that is how I would wish to be understood as a 

representative of the Pennsylvania Medical Society. 

None of those steps requires » y profes.lonal health 

care gjver. Any of those steps can be taught to any 

P.rson. 

Q. Then my other question is, would you say 

that you'd like to have this bill a..nded in such a way 

as to prohibit a health care giver to be involved in 



any of these steps? I nean, what if we had a health 

care giver who is sort of a killer for hire, like Dr. 

Jack Kevorkian? 

A. That would be most kind of you if you 

would write that in. I would deeply appreciate it. Do 

I have your support? 

Q. I would support that. 

A. I very -uch deeply appreciate if 1 could 

get each co-ittee Me-ber's support. That would be 

seething that I never ' well, I should expect, 

actually, I won-t embarrass you by saying I didn-t 

expect that when I walked in the door, I really didnT 

think of that in -y aind, but if I could ask for you to 

write that in, I think you are -eking a stateaent on 

what health care giving is in the Co»onwealth of 

Pennsylvania, and I think you are -eking a first great 

step forward in perhaps binding all of us together to 

share in the health care of the State of Pennsylvania, 

and I would volunteer that if in any other way 1 can 

help you to do things of that sort, I and ay co-ission 

stand ready. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Representative 

MCale. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: (Of Dr. Bonner) 

Q. Doctor, I think you heard previous 
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witnesses testify in opposition to the bill. 

A. Unfortunately, I was working today and I 

got down right while the last gentlenan was speaking, 

so I did not hear the context of the other persons* 

presentations. 

Q. Without being unfair to the earlier 

witn nd I think accurately stating the gist of 

their t..tl.onl.s, the argument that was presented by 

previous witnesses expressed general opposition to the 

death penalty and based on that belief urged opposition 

to any extension of the death penalty, even an 

extension that sight appear, from their perspective, on 

the surface to perhaps be more I....... Basically, what 

they said was that they are against the death penalty 

under all circumstances and that that fund...ntal issue 

is the one that has to be confronted, not can we ..ke a 

proc... to which they object more »«..».. 

For that reasc». when I asked th.. how 

would you vote on the bill, the answer in every case 

was, I would vote no* What fm asking you now is, 

because I am very interested in the perspective of 

soeone who comes from the field of bio-ethics, if we 

were to adopt an ..endment offered perhaps by 

Representative McNally that would make it absolutely 

clear that the role of the caregiver, the physician, 
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would be limited to a certification of death, with that 

amendment, which is compatible, I think, with the 

current language of the bill, if that amendment were 

adopted and you were a me.ber ot this co-ittee, how 

thereafter would you vote on Senate Bill 637? 

A. I would vote for it. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

Chair..n. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you, Doctor. 

DR. BONNER: Thank you very much. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: We will next hear 

from Michael D. Marino and Gary Tennis. 

MR. MARINO: Good afternoon. My name is 

Michael D. Marino. 

MR. TENNIS: I'M Gary Tennis. 

MR. MARINO: I'm the District Attorney 

troa Montgomery County. I've been asked by the 

District Attorneys Association to appear before you. 

The District Attorneys Association has no 

position concerning this bill that's before you. It is 

the position of our organization that we do not have 

the expertise in this ..tter and believe that ifs a 

legislative function and you folks, I believe, are 

attempting to delve into that proMem right now. 

The ..in reason that I'm here is not to 
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ten you my personal opinion. My personal opinion is 

that anything that ..k.a tl>. death penalty nore hu..ne 

as far as its impl..entation 1 am personally for, but 

that is not the position of the association. I am here 

as an advocate of the death penalty. You've heard in 

various ways a general theme here, I think, is a very 

subtle argu..„t of the Lposition to the death penalty, 

and I have heard the stat...nts here today and many 

other places, and if I may, I'd just like to read a 

brief stat..ent that appeared in a 1972 case by Justice 

Stewart of the Supreme Court of the United States. 

It states as follows: "The instinct for 

retribution is part of the nature of man, and 

channeling that instinct in the administration of 

criminal justice serves an important purpose in 

prcoting the stability of a society governed by law. 

When people begin to believe that organized society is 

unwilling or unable to i.pose on cri.lnal offenders the 

punishment they deserve, then they are sowing the seeds 

of anarchy, self-help, vigilante justice, and lynch 

law." Thafs from Fer..n vs. Georgia. 1982, Justice 

Stewart, his opinion. 

Ladies and gentl...n, the l.position of 

the d..th penalty is taken very ..riously by our 

society. i f . taken very seriously by our 
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organization. In each one of the cases that we go 

through, Meaning the district attorneys, that decision, 

to seek the death penalty, is a very weighty one, and I 

would just like to convey to you that with a jury, that 

is a solemn, striking obligation. I've been involved 

in three death penalty cases. I assure you that that 

is not taken lightly, that that jury in most instances 

it has taken our office on an average of approximately 

one week to pick a jury of 12. We go through literally 

hundreds of jurors. To say that the death penalty or 

even the seeking of it Is handled in a cavalier Manner 

is just the furthest thing from ths truth. 

I „ake these statements just for the 

balance of your consideration, in view of what you've 

heard here today. I have nothing further to add. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGTRONB: Gary? 

MR. TENNIS: I have nothing further to 

add. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Questions? 

Chris. 

REPRESENTATIVE McNALLY: Mr. Chairman, 

not in response to the testimony, I wanted to ask, I 

think I would be interested in offering an amendment 

that I discussed with the previous witness. 

Unfortunately, I have another engagement in Pittsburgh 
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on Friday when W r . supposed to consider this billl I 

don't know if the co..ittee would consider postponing 

consideration of Senate BUl 637 until, say, Monday? 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: I would add this, 

if we are not able to get a quorum present for the 

Friday meeting to report any of th..e bills out, or 

even if we are abl.. we could o.ll a ...ting off the 

floor possibly on Monday when we co». back into session 

for the possibility of ...nding any of tn.se bills, if 

you would care to do so. 

REPRESENTATIVE McNALLY: Okay. Thank you 

very much. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONB. Representative 

McHaJe. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE McHALB. (Of Mr. Marino) 

Q. Good affrnoon, Mr. Marino. 

A. Good afternoon. 

Q. Mr. Marino, as you may have det.eted from 

questions that I presented to previous witn....., the 

death P.„.lty, for .., rai... so., very difficult 

questions about laws and e t h i c I have, in u.ited 

circumstances, supported the death penalty, and I 

continue to support it again in r..ponse to a U.ited 

number of h.lnous crimes. That sanction is one that I 

think is appropriate in law when used under very 
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specific circumstances. So that as kind of a 

disclaim, let me ask a question during which I do not 

intend to imply the answer. These are the kinds of 

questions that t wrestle with. 

First question is, do you believe that 

the death penalty can serve as a deterrent? That in 

fact, particularly in the case of premeditated homicide 

being considered by a crl.inal, that the existence of 

the death penalty might, in fact, avoid a death? 

A. I absolutely do. What we cannot ...sure 

is the criminal that has that gun to the victi.-s head, 

and when he do., not pull the trigger because he 

r..U«.. that he could die for that act. If we were 

able to do that, I think we would put to rest a lot of 

these argu..nts. But I can only tell you in my own 

mind that our whole criminal syst« has a punitive 

«pect to it, and ifs my person.1 opinion that jf we 

did not have punitive sanctions in this society, there 

would be anarchy and people do not - I'm not saying 

all P.ople, many people do not respond and abide by tb. 

law because it's the right thing to do, they respond 

because they know they're going to get whacked if they 

step out of line. I think that's a basic premise in my 

life. Tt would seem to me that that follows over to 

other criminals who realize that they re going to be 



punished, and this is the most severe, the greatest 

..nction of .11. So T cannot give you statistics, I 

e n only give you my own personal logic that we d..l 

with cri.lnals on a daily basis, and it's ny opinion 

that they are deterred. It can't give you statistics 

on that. 

Q. Frankly, 1 think we both know that 

statistics could be pr...nted very effectively on both 

sides of the issue. That-, what ..k.. it so difficult 

to r..olve. I tend to agree with you. I believe that 

the death penalty is a deterrent. I recogni.. that 

there are ..ny other citizens who disagree with that 

position, but I believe, based on my own instinctive 

judg^nt, that with regard to a certain specific type 

of crime, the existence of a death penalty can, in 

fact, save an innocent life. That's why I have 

support.* the death penalty. 

But now with that pr..i.. in mind where 

you and t agr.., let .. raise .» issue that I'm glad 

I-. ..king the question, not providing the answer. 

If in fact one of the basic reasons for 

supporting the death penalty is deterrence, is that 

compatible with your statement earlier in your 

testimony that you support the more humane imposition 

of the death penalty? Are the. two principles that 
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cres purposes? If the d..th penalty is more hu..ne, 

does it simultaneously become 1.ss of a deterrent? 

A. Well, I think if you »de it a public 

execution it probably would be wore of a deterrent, but 

death is stilj death in that sense, and if they resize 

that they would dl., T believe that that is a 

deterrent. I think you can „ k e it a more horrendous 

deterrent. I'm not advocating that at a11, and I don't 

think anybody in this room 1.. How horrible do you 

want to ..ke it? I think the fact that they would know 

that they wou]d die as a result of their conduct, 

thafs sufficient. And I'm not .„ggesting that the 

deterrent be ..de to such a degree that ifs revolting 

T think death in any fashion. I think we're all a 

loser when we are comp.ll.d to put a person to death. 

I don't think there's any proa.outor in this State that 

relishes that id... I certainly know 1 am not one, and 

I think my brothers are the .... way. I think i f . a 

nec..sary function of our govern..nt, and to ..ke the 

det.rr.nt worse than it is, t don't think thafs 

necessary. 

Q. I think thafs a wen-stated answer, much 

better than I would have done had T b..n sitting there 

trying to answer the q«..tion rather than ask it. 

Is it your personal position then, and I 
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guess I'm groping to ..e if there 1. a position taken 

by the I)A-» Association that death itself should be the 

deterrent and that consistent with that fact all leans 

achievable for a nore humane death should be 

aaco.pplished 

A. I cannot speak for the association. I 

will speak for myself, and I think you're abedutely 

correct, yes. 

Q. I had a question nark on the end of that 

sentence, so I didn't mean to imply a position, but I 

wanted to make sure that I understood your position and 

I think it's well-stated. 

REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Representative 

Reber. 

REPRESENTATIVE REBER: Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE REBER: (Of Mr. Marino) 

Q. The dialogue, Mike, that was just going 

on tickles the concern that I expressed at the outset 

to Senator Greenleaf when he was here, and ifs that 

offshoot that I think now has to be talked about. In 

light of what I've been hearing about the concerns of 

the Medical Society, the medical profession, if you 
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Mill, and T am beccing more and more concerned ae I 

sit. bere and listen whether we are potential!* opening 

up new avenues of argument on appeals to frustrate the 

imposition of the penalty because of the Banner in 

which it is being done, because of the nanner of the 

implementation and the resistance of the physicians or 

people that should be doing it to the point where it 

becones more inhumane than what has, to some extent, 

been the argument heretofore on electrocution. And I'm 

just wondering if from your perspective about where 

this .,y take us In a procedural quagmire to the extent 

that we now, again, for other reasons do not see the 

Imposition and the finality of the sentencing process 

that has caused a big stir with a lot of people over 

the years, and it comes back to my original statement, 

I don't know if you were present or not, but I have 

been more and more reluctant as the years have gone on 

to ... thl. O.neral A..embly moving in the directions 

that it is in t..pering with long-establisbed 

principles of law and things of that nature, whether it 

be in the criminal justio. syst.. or otherwise, and 

here we go again. Your thoughts? 

A. J am crtainly not for one to put any 

more roadblocks in the way of the imposition of the 

death penaUy. I think they are .»ormous and so-.ti... 
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they're so frustrating that we sometimes wonder what 

we're doing by seeking this death penalty. But that 

aside, T don't thinK there is anything in society to 

want a death penaUy that is swift, certain, and 

painless. T think that that can be ccpatible with a 

civilized society, and t think if you advocate that, 

you are advocating justice in the sense that you want 

it done quickly, you want it done painlessly. I don't 

think there's anything wrong with that. Yes, people 

can nake seething out of that, but I think that 

premise in itself, and I think thafs what you're 

wrestling with, where you're trying to affect this 

unpleasantness, which it is, and we agree with it. No 

district attorney wants to take life. But the point 

is, it's an absolute necessity, and if you advocate it 

being swift and certain and painless, there's nothing 

wrong with that. Thafs being a decent human being, X 

think. 

Q. I guess I have some reservation that it 

can be implemented swift and painless when in fact T*m 

hearing requests for the type of people that at least 

in my mind are best equipped to give you the benefit of 

the doubt that ifs going to be swift and painless are 

asking to be removed from the process. 

A. I think that's human nature. I think no 
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one wants to do it, particularly doctors. They re 

charged to heal people, and they certainly don't want 

to be involvd in taking a lite, and T understand that. 

But if everybody takes that position, then where are 

».? I can underst.»d th... I think they're ..ying, 

you can do it, but don't ask us to do it. 

Q. Thank you. Hik.. 

A* Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you. 

The last testifier will be Co..issioner 

Leh.an. 

COMMISSIONER LEHMAN: Chairman 

Caltagirone, members of the House Judiciary Ccittee, 1 

thank you for permitting me the opportunity to testify 

today. ShorUy after I arrived here in Pennsylvania I 

was pleased to learn that in fact there had already 

been see interest in and some discussion about 

changing the method of execution here in Pennsylvania 

from electrocution to lethal injection. An execution 

is a traumatic event for everyone involved, certainly 

for the condemned, who's being prepared for the 

process, for the condemned person's famiLy, for the 

participating staff and the witnesses to an execution. 

My obligation as Co..i„ioner and that of my staff la 

to insure that the law is carried out and carried out 



in a safe and hopefully as humane as possible way. 

Currently, there are 30 States that use 

lethal injections as their Method of execution. Most 

argunents in favor of lethal injection cone from the 

notion that the process is More humane, it's less 

violent a for* of execution than the other Methods, 

it's aore consistent with the perceived notion of human 

dignity than the other methods. Xn fact, if you Look 

historically, electrocution in fact was an alternative 

form for hanging and for shooting, the basis being that 

it was more humane a process and method of execution 

than those two. With the introduction of new 

technology, lethal injection is in fact beccing a 

preferred method around the nation. 

T think the move from the current method 

here in Pennsylvania to lethal injection is an 

appropriate one for two reasons: Death through 

electrocution, first, because it is perceived as more 

violent, does create more anxiety on the part certainly 

of the inmate who is preparing to be executed, and the 

staff who have to carry it out. It is a traumatic 

event. T>e incr.,sed anxiet, creates , gre.ter Chance 

of panic on the part of the in..te, it in fact creates 

a greater chance of error on the part of staff in 

carrying out the procedures. 



Secondly, electrocution involves, of 

course, the use of a lethal electricl current, which 

if there was a probl... if there was a probl.. with the 

.,uipment, could place staff at risk, and certainly is 

a concern that I would have in terms of repr.e.nting 

staff in the Department of Corrections. 

On the other hand, lethal injection 

offers what is perceived as a more humane way to die. 

I think everybody that testified at least that I've 

heard has in tact peited the fact that i f . perceived 

as a more hu-.ne way to die. They receive an 

intravenous Injection of sufficient quantities of 

ultrafast-acting barbiturates followed by a chemical 

paralytic agent. The effect of the combination of 

those two being unconsciousness and death resulting 

shortly thereafter. 

Because the injection is intravenous and 

not intraocular, probl... occasionally do develop. 

Three problems have arisen in terms of use of lethal 

injection since 1985, all occurring in the State of 

Texas. The location of a suitable vein, weak dosage of 

barbiturates, and faulty tubing have all caused 

probl.... Notwithstanding that experience, the 

consensus in terms of the staff and inmates alike is a 

prsference for the use of lethal injection as a ..thod 
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as opposed to electrocution* Lethal injectdon is more 

bearable, I f . 1... trau..tic for those involved, 

including the staff of the Department of Corrections 

and the witnesses who are there carrying out their 

1.,.l duties. It 1. 1... traumatic because it does not 

involve disfigurement, and if carried out properly does 

not involve pain* 

Last but not Least, if problems do occur 

in the process of lethal injection, it is not likely to 

place staff at risk. Today there are 118 in».tes on 

death row in Pennsylvania. We, in the Department of 

Corrections, are prepared to carry out your ..ndate 

relative to this ..nction. We would, however, ask that 

you allow us to move to a more humane and ..fe ..ans of 

carrying out that responsibility. 1 would ask that you 

support the P.ssage of Senate Bill 637, and certainly 

would entertain any questions at this tl... 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Representative 

Piccola. 

REPRESENTATIVE PICCOI.A: Thank you, Mr. 

Chair..». 

BY REPRESENTATIVE PICCOLA: (Of Co... Leh..n) 

Q. Co..l..ioner Lehman, what was the method 

of execution in the State of Washington, if there was 

one? j.m not even sure if they have the death penalty 
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in Washington. 

A. Yes, they did. Unfortunately, it created 

problems. They had a process where the innate was 

allowed to choose between hanging and lethal injection, 

and the problem with that was by allowing the choice, 

what they did is extended a right to the inmate that I 

think is problematic, and in fact resulted in and can 

result in undue challenges to the penalty, to the death 

penalty, and in fact is in the process of litigation 

because the inmate argues that it's cruel and unusual 

to leave the choice to the inmate than if you don't. 

So it was a proble,. in ter.e of creating avenues of 

appeal on the part of the inmate. 

Tt was also a probl.. because it's costly 

because what it meant to the Depart..nt of Corrections 

if you had to prepare for two separate and distinct 

p r o c . . . in ten., of carrying out that ..thod of 

ex.oution. My understanding of the c... law is there 

1. no ca... in which the court has found that the 

..thod of execution 1. a constitutional l.sue or rai... 

to the lev.1 of constitutional issue, but when a State 

in fact extends that right in the form of giving the 

in..te a choice, then I think you're asking for 

additional delays in the process. 

Q. And X assume there were no actual 



executions in Washington? 

A. Y... In t.ct-

Q. With lethal injection? 

A. No, there was not. And thaf. directly 

attributable to the fact that part of the appeaJ 

proo.es dealt with the choice of nethod. 

Q. So when was the last execution? 

A. 1963. 

Q. And was that what, hanging? 

A. And that was hanging, y... 

Q. I don't know if you have this 

iinormation. but do not eo.e sSates uue tte gas cch.ber 

as a method of execution? 

A. Yes, and V m not sure how many, but yes, 

there are. 

Q. Was that, it you know, and perhaps you 

don't, was that a method ot execution designed to be 

so-called more humane than execution by electrocution, 

or was that some other intermediary step? How did that 

come about? 

A. FranMy, Representative, I*m not sure 

which came first, but I'm sure that the gas chamber was 

instituted as a means more humane than hanging or 

shooting. Tn fact, gas is probably, from my - from 

what I know from reading in ter.e of experience, 

http://proo.es


probably more unsafe than electrocution likely because 

it requires an absolute ...1 of the ch..ber, and if you 

don't adhere adequate to that, then you've got 

proble... 

Q. Thank you, Mr- chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Representative 

MoHale. 

BY REPRESENTATIVE McHALE: (Of Co... Leh..n. 

QN Co..issio».r. I fave a copy of 637 in 

front of Q. that-, bein .arked up ea peny .o f . int 

quint ourm e„.f' se.n ...»d.d and «hpe ha.n-I' Dn l.t 

.. ask u e.w.rt' qu..nion but a .igniato.nt quessiolet 

in your apinion, should l.tb.l anjection be th. 

.*duurvo ior. ,f copital puni.h.eetin Pennsylvania* 

Af yof. I tainp ii »ount b. P .i.t.k. to 

create a proc... thaT in faci t*t.nd.b eh. right et on 

i»..te or an ins.that in thc tart of dht Jn-ag. it 

inr.. oo a nhinc. t onink tpat th. theti ought no 

d.rms.in. acho th. ..thod ks hnd l.avS at ao ghttt 

ew tnd em your r.oo...nd.vioi th.n to th. 

co».itt.. i. tA aboli.h thr eommtric chait and in its 

coao. .ub.tittt. d..th bt eethac rnjechaon a. tin sol. 

for. os catital pu»ath..nt in Penisyevanin? 

A. lhpun, correcin Yess 

TEPRESENTATIVE McHALE: Thank you. Mr. 



Chairman. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Chief Counsel Bill 

Andring. 

BY MR. ANDRING: <Ot Co.., beft.,..) 

Q. Just one question. Is tbere any 

necessity for the utilization of medical professionals 

in the carrying out of an execution by lethal 

injection? 

A. Sone other - I•• aware that basically 

what happens in nany other States is that health 

trained staff who are not currently practicing in 

health care have been involved in the process, and I 

think that the previous testi.cny ..s correct, that I 

don't think that you need a Ucen..d health care 

provider. You do need .c.body who is adequately 

trained and proficient in the skills required in the 

process. sc I don't know that you need that. 

X>m bound to co».nt, though, on the 

prior testl.ony, and I understand the concern in terns 

of the doctor in ter.. of re,»iring physicians to be 

involved when their role in fact is care and treatment. 

On the other hand, I get a little defensive when I hear 

that ».cause I don't know that many people that went 

into the corrections field w.»t into the busin..s with 

the notion that their job ..s to execute people, or 



that it is something they liked to do or want to do. 

Tt 1. so..thing that .. do becau.. .. are ..»dated to 

do by the law of the Co..onw..lth, and we will do it. 

T f . not so..thing that I would perceive .. so..thing 

neces..Hly that the statute should eliminate an 

individual from in fact participating in the proc..., 

r.9.rdl... of what their training is, if they chose to 

do so. w. do not fore, staff to do it, we ..k people 

to volunteer in the proc.., and that indudes 

custodial staff. And T think that choice ought to be 

up to the individual, no matter what their particular 

training or role in life is. 

Q. Would you then be oppo..d to an absolute 

prohibition on a lio.nsed ..dio.l prof.asional 

participating in any extent in an execution, be it 

administering the drugs or that type of thing? 

A* I can't really say that I'm strongly 

opposed, t think i f . unn.e....ry. I certainly 

wouldn't oppose that in ter.. of trying to get the 

bill, 637, passed. I ...n, if that w.a a requirement, 

then I would not oppose it. 

Q. Thank you. 

CHAIRMAN CALTAGIRONE: Thank you, 

Co.-ieeioner. 

This will conclude the hearing on Senate 



B»] 637. Thank you. 

(Whereupon, the proceedings were 

eooduded at 2:.10 p.n.) 



and evidence are contained tully and acurately in the 

not.. taken by .. during ti>. h..ring ot tft. .ritM. 

..»., and that thl. 1. a true and correct transcript 

of th 
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APPENDIX 



r name is Lawrence D. Egbert. I am a physician and a 
*or of anesthesiology and have taught anesthesiology at 
Lversity of Texas Southwestern Medical School in Dallas 
icticed at the Parkland Memorial Hospital since 1982. I 
id my training in Pennsylvania at the U.S.Naval Hospital, 
ilphia and at the Hospital of the University of Pennsyl-
Ln the 1950s. Between the fifties and 1982, I have taught 
rard Medical School and at The Johns Hopkins University 
s chairman of the Department of Anesthesiology at the 
in University of Beirut in Lebanon. I have been asked 
* this report by the American Civil Liberties Union. 

n 1982/ Charles Brooks, junior, received an anesthetic 
Texas Department of Corrections. The press referred to 
asthetic as a "lethal injection". However, the anesthetic 
fon will receive in case you need an operation will include 
M drugs that Charles Brooks received probably, that is, 
ital, also known as pentothal, and pancuronium marketed 
lion. The doses administered are not lethal when we 
ire of patients. They are lethal When prisoners receive 
id are NOT taken care of. The key difference I will deal 
are is the presence of physicians and technicians who are 
Lsed by physicians for it is physicians and nurses who 
le anesthetic safe and it physician involvement in execu-
rtiich challenges society. Do you want your doctors 
stering lethal Injections? 1 will demonstrate to you 
tiysicians are inextricably involved. My question to 
, SHOULD we be involved? 

>w has the state learned how to execute criminals using 
stics? This was first accomplished in Oklahoma when a 
senator asked the then-chairman of the Department of 
ssiology at the University off Oklahoma, Stanley Deutsch, 
E>, how this should be done.1 He replied with a formal 
bation and taught them how. An intravenous injection is 
3. In Texas, the lntravewnous tubing is injected with, 
lal 2000 milligrams (mg) followed by pavulon lOOmg followed 
isium. The pentothal puts the criminal or the hospital 
b to sleep and makes them comfortable. The pavulon 
s most of the muscles of the body; the muscles of 
ation stop. Respiratory arrest is a side-effect which 
sthetists take care of. Respiratory arrest is the effect 
D by the state of Texas. Dr. Deutsch*s prescription 
bed very similar doses. In Illinois, in September, the 
»l plan was to administer only 300 mg. of pentothal which 
have left M>out 20% of criminals awake while they became 
zed vith the pancuronium. This was changed to 900 mg 
physicians criticized the dosage. The point is that 
ians are involved even in the evaluation of the quality 
execution. 



junior, was supervised directly by Ralph Gray, M.D. , 
sdical director for the Texas Department of Corrections. 
cal director, Dr. Gray was responsible for the buying 
•ring of these anesthetics, their distribution, and their 
on, whether for anesthesia for surgical patients or for 
ons. Dr. Gray supervised the placement of the intravenous 
Technicians under his supervision injected the drugs. 

', he pronounced Charles Brooks, junior, dead. This 
connection of physician with execution was stopped in 
rhen the Texas Medical Association followed the opinion 
American Medical Association insisting that physicians 
NOT participate except to pronounce the prisoner dead. 
i mind, however, that, since death is the objective of 
testhetic, when Dr. Gray once ordered more anesthetic 
njected because the prisoner was not dead, even the 
tcement of death is direct involvement in the process of 
! acting as executioners for the state. 

tus, physicians-have been involved in every stage of the 
.on process except one and even that has been recommended 
lysician as something society should institute. Dr. Jack 
.an, in an article with the title, "The Nobler Execution", 
ted in Ararat in the summer of 1961 recommended that prisoners 
>wed to receive their anesthetic under professional direction, 
> transferred anesthetized to a research center where a 
:h project would be carried out upon them. Security would 
itained, of course, and, when the research was accomplished, 
ssthetic support therapy would be discontinued just as is 
te for executions. The advantages that are relevant to 
nking are two: one, the prisoner is voluntarily permitted 
> an altruistic decision to aid society and, two, society 
fain by that decision from the research accomplished. I 
! this not only because Dr. Kevorkian is a physician but 
s he is the same physician who performed the intravenous 
.on and set up the pentothai and potassium for the euthanasia 
iet Adkins. Physicians may argue for or against active 
isia but the arguments are made obscene when the voluntary 
»n of a person suffering from an incurable disease is 

ielcoercenxScution Sin^e^rSeSSnicS."sisti 1 1 9 

Le professional organization for anesthesiologists chose 
• to condemn or applaud the use of anesthetics for 
ons. The president -of the American Society of Anesthes-
;ts in 1984, H. Ketcham Morrell, M.D., merely wrote the 
>r of the Office of Drug Research & Review of the Food & 
Iministration that "the use of anesthetic drugs for 
ons creates in patients profound fears of drugs in 
clinical use."* The crucial question of our responsi-
for the use of anesthetic drugs by other people was not 
:ed. You will address this. Should physicians or other 
use medical drugs to kill people at the behest of the 



iter narcotics or sedatives without the supervision of 
Lcian except for street people illegally. Illinois has 
Lans doing this. Texas has people whose skills are 
i to the public under the supervision of the warden 
n these anesthetics. 

he medical profession is involved thru the pharmaceutical 
ry. The Abbott pharmaceutical company in North Chicago 
:tures pentothal. They know that pentothal is used for 
Lons and that this is NOT on their list of recommended 
ar pentothal. They do NOT approve of this. They have 
s far as I know; officially protested such use of their 
nerely pointing out that other companies also manufacture 
lal. The Organon pharmaceutical company manufactures 
i. They also know that their product is being used for 
Lons, do NOT approve of this use of their drug, and 
>t officially protested this use. 

y comments thus, far have been those of an anesthetist. 
r, a remarkable conflict of interest in the matter of 
Ions has been faced by the psychiatrists. If a criminal 
zhotic, executions are not performed in the United States. 
the psychiatrist will diagnose the criminal psychotic and 
f prevent an execution, or diagnose sanity and therefore 
s understand and suffer the execution. The American 
rtric Association "strongly opposes any participation 
zhiatrists in capital punishment." American Medical 
ition trustee, Nancy Dickey, M.D. has deplored lethal 
Lon as tying a medical procedure to state organized 
Lons. "The two should in no way be linked." I agree. 

. a citizen of Tex,., let .. remind you that the cities 
3ton and Dallas have very high rates of murder and other 
t crimes. No one has ever demonstrated that lethal 
Lon or any other type of execution of criminals has 
»d other people from committing crimes. As a matter 
t, states which do not execute criminals usually have 
nurder rates. States which have stopped executing 
lls have not suddenly had higher murder rates or vice 
Even if there were a deterrent effect (which no one 
zceeded in demonstrating), using the more "pleasant" 
C killing would certainly not add to any theoretical 
ant effect since it is obviously less agonizing than 
g, firing squad or electrocution. You have not executed 
since 1962. You will have clear evidence by now that 
ions do NOT DETER crime and that in other states in the 
States, executions historically have been performed on 
criminals more often than on whj.te criminals who 
ted a similar crime. My recommendation is that physicians 
not participate which is so blatantly racist. I grew up 



zed nations in the world were actively narcotizing 
for a supposed good of the state. German physicians 
aundly comdemned for their participation in this work. 
3 should physicians in the United States be condemned 
:h participation. Since most civilized nations in the 
lowadays condemn executions per se, would it not be 
if U.S. physicians recommended that the health of the 
3f Pennsylvania would be better if the state did NOT 
2 people at all? 
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vania Prison Society Board of Directors. 1 m also a member of 

tha F«risburg Chapter of tha Pennsylvania Coalition to Abolish 

tha Penalty of Death. I appraoiata th« opportunity to pr«e»t 

testify today to th. House Judiciary Co-dtU. on tha i « w of 

lethal injection. 

The Psunsylvania Prison Society 1* firnly opposed 

to tha use of lethal injection. As stat* in tha society's 

policy position! 

"SB 637 proposes tha use of lethal injection in 
lieu of electrocution in capital eases in 
Pennsylvania. Supportive arguments suggast 
that lethal injection is a mora humane Method of 
carrying out the death, it is our position that 
there is no humane method of imposing the 
death penalty. 

fiegardless of the method of execution/ the 
Pennsylvania Prison Society remains opposed to 
capital punishment. Our position is that the state 
should not avenge ons death by causing another. 

The Pennsylvania Prison Society abhors any form 
of the death penalty." 

«. firmly beU«ve there is no | _ ..thod of state 

..nction* . M r . K^Us of ..... of lethal inaction going 

.*ry . » — r o v , and indicte ttat it is »*. a quiclc, p.lnl..s 

d..th. »>**.« a c t i o n s h... b..» in the PT... iwluding 

««.. in T«.. (the s.end state to ... lethal injects 

foUowing OkUho»)! Florida „ * u * . . . Gra..*,. stories « . 

. 1 * report*. on .Lctrocutions around the ».tion. 

m T . M . u 1983, J ™ . Autry v.. strw.4 to a g u r w 

while sall-. (the first step in «.cution by i.thal inaction) 

« s .^inl.tered in his vlns . w , though th.,. had b»> a stay 



of hU «.cution, Tha « M l leth.1 ^ . e In K»rch 1994 took 15 

l a r t . . whlU Mr. »»t„ « . WM.IW, . w i t , *out « « 

c-wlainl., of pain. In « » * , T . « . « . . . Ray«»d I**ry 

« l t M 40 *»»«. . * 1 U «*«»»* to a , « « , . . the « ^ t l = « r s 

l»»ted for a « l n to ̂ lnist« the Mtal drtj aft« the B«dle 

popped «t the m . t tl«. ttatil a » t . «s foun*, the f t h r t 

d w . of pot«*„ .Uoride spray.4 In the room on the 

. M a . . « . . If «oth.« *.!» w ^ M C t k . « . « * ! « « ud 

«*1<»1 per»m>.l ™ « h m W to . * . .» Inci.lon to 

rt*.l.ter the M I , , M . Is a ..Jor pr«M» In that »»y 

d » , » « . h«» « ™ « « b l e v .1 . . . 

In action to the pUhtal nature of t h . . . « . « t i o » . , 

one « . t option the P«ticipatl««. of the phyictu 1» «y 

cap.dty toing « ex.OTtion. 

*e 0.th of Bipp<»>.U. t * . , , by physloluui stat«. "I 

.111 pnuribe r „ U . » for tha «*.« of * P>t l«ts uoording to 

my ability .ad „ * * , « « * ^ » « . r do k n to «yo». . . 

Do.»t thU « M « t that 

doctors should not f»rticipate in killing If they have m n > 

to pc...rve lit., how . . . they „tively partidpate 1 . the 

«.cutfc» of Individ^., 

In the .«ly »80-., the M M Mtio,. = . » . . . . » . . « M y , 

the *rld H.dic.1 A.^.l.tion, the »«.*le.» Psychl.trl. 

h..ociation and the > » r t « „ Medic.1 ».ocl.tion took portions 

. . . l o t the participation of p h n i o l u . follovlng the introduc-



tion of lethal injection, on 6*pte>fc«r 11, 19«l, the Secretary 

0 . « r u of the Mrld H.aical A,.ocUtio„. Dr. M . Hy«n, 

l . « . d • p r . . . r e l . „ . . .fting that "r . , . rd l . . . of the »thod of 

.Vital p n i r t w * a .fte l ^ o . . . , , . ^.icun sh«ld be 

. W M to I . » active particip«t. Phyielu. « . de41at^ 

to * « . . « * life....«•( . . .»C Tt l 0ner l i not the „ « * ! „ 

of — l e i . , and physiol» « r v l « . . « . not r^uirl to carry «t 

..PitnX „ m l . t » » t m n if the -th^olo,, utilU.d jtar-

macologic mm*, or . , « - * that . I * . other.1.. be « d in 

the p«otice of MdUln.." In Edition. ft." Britl.h Royal 

oo- fc lon on c ^ i u i M M conside«d the « . . of dm,, for 

«.<«tK». but rej.ot.a this id.. 1 , the „ „ i ,»o. . . « , w 

• M M W H t t no «dical p«.on»l oould partielpate in t a t t . , 

alife. 

The stat*- currently .»isti», in other stat.. do not 

..Vire a phyidan to personally admi»l.t« the lethal dr.,.. 

Most ho«ver, pr«id.. that the .»«tion be carrUd out by 

•Wically tr.lned" technicians attached to state corrections 

dwartMnts. Irr.c.rd!..s, the phylolan . . . t nite the 

prMoription and «>per»Le the technician *o ine.rts the 

o.th.fr. Phylolans, then, . . . di»otly involvd in the 

action procedure. 

The electrlo chair . . . d«.loped in 168B . . a more hum. 

method of action than ha„a!„g. 0».-hu»a«d years laWr, v , 

a» locate, at lethal faction . . the more hunn. «thod. One 

M nstion whether or not it r..lly is more hmane. It „y 

3 



BV mw* nmaainj 101 o n mvcnesBas WHO v*mr u » * z 9 c a u o n , m » 

r..td»ts cB Floru.'s 4»th ro.. when Uked If they would 

pr.fr to * i . in en electrlo o ^ l r ox under a " p . 1 . 1 . . . - a N U . 

».pond« that -WHing is kim.,." It did not . . . . a 

diffreno. to « . . . . . ml. 

action is the l . « . not the form of it. A mo» 

. . . t h . U e . 1.st obJ.eti„uible -thod 1 . not the sotation to the 

stat. . dil—a of Mlling. *he ntalnl.tration of the « . . t h 

penalty is fright with probl— and option*. Should the 

W.W1T » t « M be « . « * . « , or should Jov.hH.. b. ,»mt.61 

What if, « in the c « . of Neil Texber, „ , t o c e later sh«. 

the per«„ on d»th row to be innoottt) why *>.s the race of the 

victim figure . . sl,nifi..ntly in who , * . the d..th p».lty? 

The d..th p...lty « » . . no p«,logio«l purpo... The myth 

of its M m * ,.lue is a « . e for to** on cri« and law and 

ord« «»ods of public offieUls. l b . only r..l det.rr.nt, 

p . « h w . , is for the one individu.1 f.«d wi* the «.cutl», not 

the public at h , . it 1 . « p « . i « . «od barbarlo, «d 1 . 

«bitr„ily appli-. I * f . w . the .Mr-* « « . nw .rp^ding 

to t . 1 * about hcv to M , victiw U H l i . . , « « h*. to «d the 

e c u of vioi.no. »d r « « , . inst«d of dl.cu..ing how to Mil. 

Th. . . quetio*. « . more troubling » 4 »re critical th« the 

««>od of mention. 

« . ur,. you to oppose SB 637, which provid.. for leth.1 

inaction, but . 1 - to , . further <u,d « • * * . ' capit.1 

punishw.t • • V.H. 
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BOOSE OF REHtESENTATIVBS 
HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMUTES 

the A-aric^ c I ^ l ^ E L ^ J ^ i o n 0 ^ P«o»ylvania 
on 8«nat« Bill 637 

H o v « b T 7 . 1990  

The *«rican Civil Liberties Union does not have a 

in the . « « . that are uud to «.aute pwple in 

lvani.. M0.t Crtainly, the ACLU is not .pp.aring this 

g to argue for the retention of the .Uetric chair. 

, the ACUJ . pp .ars to reiterate its opposition to the d«th 

y and its belief that the adoption of letfc.l inaction « . a 

human.- « t h o d oo s e c u i o n noly yvoid, s h . eunda-.ntaa 

and moral i . . u . . . 

Ev.cyone on this co mitt« is familiar with the recent 

y of the d«th P-nalty in the United Stat.., which can be 

0 b*ain in the mid-1960's, when a c t i o n s had virtually 

. With the s « p r « . Court's decision in Gr~* v. ^ 1 . in 

statw have b w fr« to duign death puialty statuf. 

a dozen stat.a in the midvaat and northU.t have eith« 

1 to adopt post-Gr.g, d«th penalty statufs or hav 

ically abolished the death penalty, soB. 37 states now have 

P.nalty statuf, P .nn .y lva*! . uKmgthui.Morethu> 2,000 

are on "death row* today, more than 100 of th.. in 

lvania. 

No ..actions have b~n conducts in P.nn.ylvania for 

han 20 years and, buauM legal challeng.. to the d^th 

y are in early stag.., no a c t i o n s are likely within the 

everal y«rs. In that . « » . , a public debate about the 

http://uKmgthui.Morethu
http://challeng


s to consider ones again whether a dMth penalty ought to 

ctionrt at .1l in this C0monwMlth. My app»ranc here 

is a mod..t expr...ion of a persistent hope that debate on 

ath p«.lty will continue until it is outlaw*. 

Lthal injection statut«, liX. that propoa* in sena* 

73, are presu^d to offr a „re hu»ne ..ans of execution, 

itly arguing that prior -.ore humana- ..ans of .«cution, 

he guillotine through the electric chair, have impo.^ 

erable individual suffering. The ndical and l„.l 

ture is full of the gru.«». details of botched executions 

«. » y presu*., ..nate bill 637 is M.nt to prevent such 

ences. The n.1l of burning f!«h, or the sight of a » n 

ng on a gun»y as prison officials struggle to reinaart the 

while avoiding the spray of leth.1 ch«aicals, have cau.ad 

o ... the imposition of the d..th penalty as a stat-

on* barbarity. Coining as those i».ges are, we must 

he moral iugination to ptte.lve that the ...oution itMlf 

ef«»ible. 

I hope that your consid«.tion of ..nate bill 637 

s you to consider that more funda^ntal qu..tion. When in 

he African HMical Aa.ooiation adopt* a relution 

g that *a physician, as a .«ber of a profession dedicate 

pru.rvation life when there is hope of doing so, should 

a participant in a legally authorized execution,* it 

d the oath tak«. by physicians for thousands of yars: to 

harm. The vision of a just and compassionate human society 

-2-
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is a perversion of that vision. Viavad from this 

ctive, changing the technology of exaoations 1. only a 

option. 

Thank you for inviting the ACLD to offer this l1-ited 

ony on aanate bill 637. 
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PENNSYLVANIA COMMISSIONER OF CORRECTIOHS 

HOUSE JSS&r&mma 
SENATE raJsjum INJECTION) 

H0YENKR7, M M 
HNWtSMM, PENNSYLVANIA 

IAN CALTAGIRONE, MEMBERS OF THE HOUSE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE, THANK YOU 

•PORTUNITY TO TESTIFY BEFORE YOU TOOAY. 

.Y AFTER I ASSUMED NY DUTIES AS COMMISSIONER OF CORRECTIONS, I WAS 

0 LEARN THAT THERE MAS ALREADY INTEREST IN PENNSYLVANIA IN CHANGING 

1 OF EXECUTION FROM ELECTROCUTION TO LETHAL INJECTION. 

•CUTION IS A TRAUMATIC EVENT FOR EVERYONE INVOLVED - FOR THE CONDEMNED, 

r. FOR PARTICIPATING STAFF AND FOR THE WITNESSES TO THE EXECUTION. ~NY 

I AS COMMISSIONER IS TO ENSURE NOT ONLY THAT THE LAW IS CARRIED OUT. ' 

IT IS DONE IN A SAFE AND HUMANE WAY. 

NTU 20 STATES USE. LETHAL INJECTION AS THEIR METHOD OF EXECUTION. THE 

MOST FREQUENTLY USED TO SUPPORT LETHAL INJECTION IS THAT IT IS MORE 

HAT IT IS A LESS VIOLENT FORM OF EXECUTION AND II SORE EONSISTENT TITH 

I OF HUMAN DIGNITY THAN OTHER METHODS. 

ROCUTION WAS INTRODUCED INITIALLY AS A MORE HUMANE ALTERNATIVE TO 

R SHOOTING. WIT* THE INTRODUCTION TO NEW TECHNOLOGY-. LETHAL INJECTION 

Y BECOMING THE PREFERRED METHOD OF EXECUTION. I BELIEVE THE CHANGE IS 

rE FOR TWO REASONS 

, DEATH THROUGH ELECTROCUTION, BECAUSE IT IS PERCEIVED AS MORE VIOLENT, 

TE MORE ANXIETY ON THE. PART. OF THE INMATE TO. BE EXECUTED AND THE STAFF 

CARRY IT OUT. THE INCREASED ANXIETY CREATES A GREATER CHANCE OF PANIC 

RT OF THE INMATE AND ERROR IN CARRYING OUT THE PROCEDURES. 

H.Y, ELECTROCUTION INVOLVES THE USE OF A LETHAL ELECTRICAL CURRENT, 

•HERE WAS A PROBLEM, IF SOMETHING WERE TO GO WRONG WITH THE EQUIPMENT, 

LD BE PLACED AT RISK. 



E OTHER HAND, LETHAL INJECTION OFFERS THE CONDONED A MORE DIGHiFIED 

E WAY TO DIE. THEY RECEIVE AN INTRAVENOUS INJECTION OF SUFFICIENT 

S OF AN ULTRA FAST ACTING BARBITUATE FOLLOWED BY A CHEMICAL PARALYTIC 

HE EFFECT OF THE COMBINATION BEING UNCONSCIOUSNESS AND DEATH SHORTLY 

R. 

SE THE INJECTION IS INTRAVENOUS AND NOT INTRAMUSCULAR, PROBLEMS MAY 

J.Y DEVELOP. THREE PROBLEMS HAVE ARISEN SINCE 1985 WITH LETHAL 

, ALL IN TEXAS: LOCATION OF A SUITABLE VEIN, WEAK DOSAGE OF THE 

E AND FAULTY TUBING HAVE ALL CAUSED PROBLEMS. BUT THE CONSENSUS OF 

S THAT THOSE CONDEMNED TQ DEATH GREATLY PREFER LETHAL INJECTION OVER 

MS OF EXECUTION BECAUSE IT ALLOWS THEM TO MAINTAIN WHATEVER DIGNITY 

Z-'Jl ~°K "**"**• tu*m£-LESS ™U,WTIC, ™ ™ " 

INCLUDING STAFF AND WITNESSES. KNOWING THAT DISFIGUREMENT NOT 

<OT LEAST. PROBLEMS IF THEY DO OCCUR. ARE NOT LIKELY TO PLACE STAFF 

THERE ARE U B IH4ATES ON DEATH ROW IN PENNSYLVANIA. WE IN THE 

T OF CORRECTIONS ARE PREPARED TO CARRY OUT YOUR WISHES. WE WOULD, 

UK THAT YOU ALLOW US TO MOVE TO A MORE HUMANE AND SAFE MEANS OF 

XIT THIS RESPONSIBILITY. 

J> ASK THAT YOU SUPPORT THE PASSAGE OF SENATE BILL 637. 

IS TIME I WOULD BE MORE THAN WILLING TO RESPOND TO ANY QUESTIONS THIS 

MIGHT HAVE. 



HONORABLE THOMAS R. CALTAGIRONE, CHAIRMAN 
NOVEMBER 7, 1990 

AFTERNOON, MY NAME IS DR. HARY JO BONNER. I 

E THE OPPORTUNm TO COME BEFORE YOU TODAY AS A 

AND AS CHAIRMAN OF THE PENNSYLVANIA MEDICAL SOCIETY'S 

COMMISSION TO STATE MY VIEWS ON PHYSICIAN 

TION IN EXECUTIONS. I ASIC THAT PHYSICIANS NOT 

TE IN AN EXECUTION. THE ROLE OF THE PHYSICIAN IS TO 

EGIVER, TO ACT AS INTERMEDIARY FOR THE PATIENT. AS 

PHYSICIAN IS TRUSTED TO CARE FOR THE PATIENT. TO BE 

IONER IS NOT THE ROLE OF THE PHYSICIAN. 

ECUTE BY LETHAL INJECTION! 

N INTRAVENOUS ACCESS IS NEEDED; 

RE-EXECUTION TRANQUILIZERS ARE USUALLY GIVEN! 

PARALYTIC AGENT AND LETHAL DOSE OF SHORT-ACTING 

ARBITURATE ARE GIVEN; 

ULSE AND RESPIRATIONS ARE MONITORED; AND 

RONOUNCEMENT OF DEATH IS MADE. 



RECT CONTRADICTION TO A REGULATION PROMULGATED BY THE 

1RD OF MEDICINE WHICH DEFINES AS UNETHICAL OR IMMORAL 

POSSESSING, USING, PRESCRIBING FOR USE OR DISTRIBUTING 

LED SUBSTANCE OR A LEGEND DRUG IN A WAY OTHER THAN FOR 

ABLE MEDICAL PURPOSE." 

WE STAND TO TAKE OUR OATH AS PHYSICIANS, WE ARE 

G OURSELVES TO A LIFE'S WORK OF TREATING THE SICK WITH 

OF IMPROVING THEIR LIVES. WE TRY TO MAINTAIN HEALTH 

NOT ILL AND WHEN AN ILLNESS EXTENDS BEYOND OUR ART AND 

TO AT LEAST GIVE COMFORT. PLEASE DO NOT BY 

VE BREATH OR PEN STRIP US OF OUR ROLE IN SOCIETY. 

I ASK YOU: I CHALLENGE YOU TO ASSIST US TO BE FOREVER 

fi ALL OF THE CITIZENS OF OUR GREAT COMMONWEALTH OF 

NIA. FOR ALL THESE REASONS, WE CAN ACCEPT SENATE BILL 

LONG AS IT IS NOT AMENDED TO REQUIRE PHYSICIAN 

NT BEYOND MAKING A PRONOUNCEMENT OF DEATH. 

YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO SPEAK TODAY, AND I WOULD 

O ANSWER ANY QUESTIONS YOU MAY HAVE. 


